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1.0 Executive Summary
With the increase of automated driving in the automotive industry, the driver-car team dynamic is
evolving from a master-slave relationship, where the user simply controls the machine, to a teammate
dynamic, where the car and driver are working together. As cars become driverless and vehicles become
fully autonomous, the driving experience could essentially become a passenger experience.
Renault, the French car manufacturer, is interested in the future of autonomous technology. They
provided us with a project prompt that pertains to understanding and improving the future
communication between an autonomous car and the person ‘driving’ it. They felt ambient
communication can play a key role in this new team dynamic.
In the fall quarter, the focus of ME310 was to better understand the design space and project prompt.
This process involved need-finding, benchmarking, and initial prototyping to build the foundation for
future designs.
The goal for winter quarter was to define requirements for a final system and envision a final product.
The main tools for developing these requirements are prototyping and user feedback. Throughout the
winter quarter, Team Renault designed, built, and tested a large number of widely different prototypes
diverging from one design to the next in order to ensure all avenues of the design space were explored.
These prototypes led to the development of a series of design requirements, which were broken down
into two categories: functional and physical. Functional requirements describe what the system must
do. Key functional requirements include improving awareness of vehicle’s knowledge and increasing
trust in vehicle safety, which are crucial to improving the team dynamic between a driver and an
autonomous car. Physical requirements describe what the system must be. These physical requirements
include the final system working regardless of ambient conditions, and for a wide variety of passengers.
Spring quarter was when the final prototype was brought to fruition. With a well-defined vision and set
of requirements, Team Renault was able to start designing and prototyping a final solution. This process
included small user studies about a user’s experience with quick Wizard of Oz or functionality mock-ups
to refine the requirements based on user experience, including tests such as determining at what range
passengers wanted to know about an object, or what method of displaying object information was the
most intuitive.
By early spring quarter, it was clear that the vision was to improve trust by conveying what objects the
autonomous car sees (including their distance from the car), and also convey when the car expected
that it might brake.
The Stanford side focused on conveying perception of objects around the car. Object distance was
displayed by increasing the size of a light patch on the ambient display, after finding that method of
communication to be intuitive. Objects were detected using a mock sensor setup, which provided data
similar to what an autonomous car would have. This data was then filtered, transformed and sent out to
the display. The display encircled the passenger, and was a set of flexible LED panels that were diffused
until individual points were indistinguishable, so users would have a smooth and pleasant experience.
NTNU focused on conveying the car’s intention to brake. This involved integrating a moving floor board
into the passenger side of the car. The board was actuated by pneumatic bellows that provided a
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smooth and pleasant motion. For user testing a sensor was placed under the car’s brake pedal to
measure when the driver was hovering over the brake, which would then activate the moving foot rest.
The whole system was heavily integrated into the car trim and floor, such that it looked very
professional to give the feel of a real car setting. Passengers could not see the driver or steering wheel
by a Wizard of Oz setup in between the driver and passenger seat. The ambient display was deeply
integrated into the door and sides, and the floorboard was not even noticeable when it didn’t move as it
was designed to give a sturdy feel. The system can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Integrated System

The results of user testing were highly positive. Users began talking about the car like it was alive. They
said they felt like it was trying to communicate with them. Some mentioned the moving orange lights
that tracked moving objects felt warm, and that the foot rest pre-cuing braking was comforting. These
were unprompted responses from users being asked what they thought of the system in general.
Having the two systems integrated seamlessly together amplified the feeling of the vehicle having a
Presence, as the two different forms of communication showing different complexities of the vehicle
give the passenger a better impression of what the car is trying to communicate.
These tests were only done with about 7-10 users, and so they are not a representation of a proper user
study. Regardless, similarly positive sentiments were given by many people at the design EXPE where
the system was stationary and running for them to sit in.
Trust is something that is built over time, so no matter how large the user study, without proper time to
test, little can be said about how well the system improves trust. Long term studies need to be carried
out to come to any conclusion. What can be evidently concluded, though, is that design was a success at
creating a new relationship between a passenger and their car. Passengers were talking about the car in
ways that have not been seen before in vehicles today.
2
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In order to implement this system, Stanford has carefully spent its entire, $8000 budget. Every part has
helped bring the system to the success it is today.
Future steps for the system are to, as mentioned, to perform long term user studies on trust, and to
further refine the experience for the user.
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1.1 Glossary
Ambient Communication: Ambient communication is communication that is not explicit, and therefore
can be interpreted by the user without requiring all of their focus. Ambient communication takes the
form of a feeling more than an explicit form of communication.
Automation: Automation refers to the implementation of a routine by a robot to improve efficiency. An
automated task is one that involves no decisions to be made by the robot, this is different from
autonomy where the robot must make decisions on its own.
Car-Driver Team Dynamic: The Car-Driver team dynamic is the relationship between a car and a driver.
As autonomous cars become more prevalent, the car-driver team dynamic will change drastically
overtime.
Critical Experience Prototype (CEP): A CEP, or critical experience prototype, is a prototype that is
created to observe how the experience of the user is affected by the prototype.
Critical Function Prototype (CFP): A CFP, or critical function prototype, is a prototype that is created to
test the functionality of a given technology. This is basically a feasibility prototype.
Device: In requirements section of report, any and all methods of communicating with the user.
Driver: The definition of driver changes based on the context of its use. In fully autonomous vehicles,
the “driver” can be any passenger of the car. In current technology, the driver is the passenger
controlling the vehicle.
EXPE: The final exposition of ME310 projects.
Explicit Communication: Explicit communication is direct communication where the message being
expressed is clear. E.g. a visual display that has a flashing warning or a vocal cue that tells you a specific
piece of information.
Fully-Autonomous Vehicle: A fully autonomous vehicle is defined as a vehicle that requires no human
input to complete the act of driving. There is no transition of control between a fully autonomous car
and a driver, because a fully autonomous car completes the entire driving task.
Funktional Prototype: A funktional prototype is a team firsts attempt to build an integrated system;
while it is expected to be comprised of several working subsystems, it is not expected to be pretty—the
archetype is the hummer created on the Red Green Show by duct-taping two cars together.
Haptics: Haptics refers to tactile or touch feedback to the user. This is an area of HMI research that is
currently on the rise.
Human-Machine-Interface (HMI): HMI refers to the area of research that is looking to improve how
machines and humans are able to interact. Ambient communication could be a key technology that can
improve HMIs.
Lighting Panel/Panel: The combined LED and plastics for diffusion used in the final prototype.
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Master-Slave Topology: A two-being dynamic where one gives commands (in the instance of car, a user,
through steering/pedals/etc.) which are blindly followed by second (in this case, the car itself) without
feedback or input.
Nugget: A nugget is a key finding that leads towards the vision of a final system. This nugget is
something to build off of and adds value to your team’s work.
Olfactory Fatigue: When humans smell a strong scent, their olfactory system becomes fatigued and
cannot identify other strong scents as distinctly—instead, the new smells are duller and harder than
they would normally be.
Part X is Finished: A check-point of the final quarter in ME310 where one part of the final system is
expected to be completely finished.
Penultimate Review: A check-point of the final quarter in ME310 where the system is expected to be
fully functional, if not completely polished. Generally two weeks before EXPE.
Perception System: All of the autonomous car’s sensors and detection. The perception system does not
make any decisions or act on any of the data, but rather simply measures, filters and processes what is
around it.
Semi-Autonomous Vehicle: In a semi-autonomous vehicle, the car cannot fully make decisions on its
own. Therefore, there needs to be a transition of power from the car to the user in order to complete a
drive.
Users: The definition of users changes throughout this report depending on the context. Users for fullyautonomous cars can be any passenger of the vehicle. The users of current cars are the drivers.
Wizard of Oz Prototype/Setup: A prototype or setup where tech required to obtain the ideal results was
insufficient, so a simulated experience (called Wizard of Oz due to the existence of a ‘man behind a
curtain’) is used to test user results.

10
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2.0 Context and Front Matter
2.1 Need Statement
The growth of autonomous vehicles has exploded; all automotive leaders have autonomous car
projects—for example, Mercedes-Benz recently had a driverless-car navigate San Francisco [1] -- and a
future with autonomous cars seems almost inevitable. Autonomous vehicles will revolutionize how
humans use an automobile. Instead of having to remain focused on the task of driving, an autonomous
vehicle can drive itself. For example, commutes to work can be spent answering emails, long road trips
can occur through the night as the “driver” is able to sleep, and being stuck in traffic can turn into a
chance to relax.
As the use of cars drastically changes, so too will the communication between the car and driver.
Currently, the car-driver team dynamic has not changed significantly since the advent of the automobile;
the car and driver travel together from point A to point B, with the driver in control at all times.
However, as the car is able to drive itself, the car-driver dynamic will, by necessity, change; instead of
the common master-slave relationship, the car and driver will become a team, working together to
accomplish a common goal. As this dynamic changes, the communication between the car and driver
must change as well. While current communication between a car and driver is mainly explicit, other
potential methods exist; one of these is the idea of ambient communication.
Ambient communication is, essentially, communication that is not explicit. Explicit communication could
include oral warnings or a flashing sign—anything that directly states what is being communicated.
Ambient communication takes a more subtle form and usually accompanies the explicit message. For
example, in human-to-human communication, the explicit message could be communicated through
words, but the tone of voice, body language, and facial expressions provide more information about the
main message in an ambient way. Ambient communication also usually manifests itself as a feeling;
instead of being something you simply hear or see, it is something you feel.
With the automotive industry moving towards fully autonomous automobiles, there exists a need for
new methods of communication between the car and driver. The car-driver team dynamic will
drastically change and the way vehicles convey information must change as well. One of these new
methods that can be explored is ambient communication to improve the driver-car team dynamic.

2.2 Problem Statement
In order to fulfill the need for new methods of communication in order to improve the car-driver team
dynamic, there are two main questions that need to be answered:
1) What information/emotions/knowledge should be conveyed to the user?
2) How should that information be conveyed into a feeling?
Not all information is effectively communicated in an ambient way. Also, not all information needs to be
communicated to the user if he or she is not involved in every decision. Determining what information a
fully autonomous vehicle user wants to know, and ensuring this information can be communicated
effectively in an ambient way, is a major issue that needs to be addressed in the completion of this
project.
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The information provided to the user also has a goal: improve the team dynamic between a driver and
an autonomous car. One way to improve this team dynamic is to allow the driver to have more trust in
the car. Without trust between team members, it is impossible to have an effective partnership.
Once it is known what information can improve trust between a driver and a car, there are many ways
this information can be conveyed into a feeling. Ambient communication can occur through a number of
various forms; haptic vibrations, light intensity, and smell are all examples of potential ambient
feedback. Determining what method of ambient communication would be most effective was a second
major task of this project.

2.3 Corporate Partner

The corporate partner for this project is Renault, an automotive manufacturer that is mostly based in
Europe. Headquartered in France, Renault is the third biggest automaker in Europe and the ninth
biggest in the world. Renault is also partnered with Nissan as part of the Renault-Nissan Alliance.
Together the Renault-Nissan Alliance is interested in the development of, among other automotive
advances, autonomous vehicles. They are currently researching aspects related to semi-autonomous
vehicles, since these will be first to market, preceding their fully autonomous brothers. Therefore, while
the area of ambient communication between a user and a fully autonomous vehicle is not currently
being researched by Renault, they are highly interested in what we will learn from this project. [2]
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2.4 The Design Team
The enthusiastic members of the design team from the ME310 class at Stanford University can be seen
below.

2.4.1 Stanford Team
Adam Craig
Status: Mechanical Engineering Graduate Student
Skills: Mechatronics, Electrical Engineering, System Integration, Embedded
Programming
Undergrad: Mechatronics Engineering at the University of Waterloo, Canada
Interests: Wearable technology, Biomechatronics, Robotics
I come to Stanford after completing 5 years of a Mechatronics Engineering from the
University of Waterloo. I have learned a lot about electronic devices and system
integration, through both work and school. However, the only design I have ever known is a very
structured engineering approach. I am taking my Master’s at Stanford in order to approach design more
creatively. My interests include mechatronic and biomechanical systems, and I love building and
tinkering with new things.
Caroline Flowers
Status: Mechanical Engineering Graduate Student
Skills: Mechanical Engineering, Biomedical Engineering, Product Design
Undergrad: Mechanical Engineering at MIT
Interests: Designs to improve everyday life, medical devices
I came to Stanford after completing a Bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering at
MIT. As a Master’s (and hopefully one day PhD) student at Stanford, I’m focusing on
incorporating a more user-centric design process along with the more analytical one I
learned as an undergraduate, with current design interest focusing on medical devices, specifically
orthopedics. When not working, I can usually be found baking and then feeding everyone around me.
Jacob Gowan
Status: Mechanical Engineering Coterm Student
Skills: Mechanical Engineering, Product Realization
Undergrad: Mechanical Engineering at Stanford University
Interests: Manufacturing and design process, motorcycles
I am a first year coterminal student specializing in manufacturing engineering. At
Stanford I played football for 4 years before deciding to come back to further explore
my love of engineering. I spend my free time outside of ME 310 working on personal
projects and TAing in the PRL. On weekends I can be found napping in the sun (if
there’s no assignment due the next day), riding my motorcycle (if it is running), and making cider (if I am
feeling particularly ambitious).
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Kornel Niedziela
Status: Mechanical Engineering Graduate Student
Skills: Mechatronics, Mechanical Engineering, Product Realization, Product Design,
Embedded Programming
Undergrad: Mechatronics Engineering at the University of Waterloo, Canada
Interests: Automotive, Space, Consumer Electronics
I am a Mechanical Engineering Masters student at Stanford University, but deep
down I am into robotics and mechatronics systems. I completed my Bachelor’s of
Applied Science in Mechatronics Engineering at the University of Waterloo. My goal is to further expand
my creative thinking and to explore more user centric designs over technical designs. I have two and a
half years of industry experience, but feel like there is still much to learn. I am enjoying ME310 as I am
learning about design methodology while being able to prototype and test innovative new technologies
without worrying so much about the bureaucracy involved in larger corporations.

2.4.2 International Team
The international team for this project attend the Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU). The awesome team members can be seen below:
Jorgen Erichsen
Status: Mechanical Engineering Graduate Student
Skills: CAD, Mechanics, Medical Devices
Undergrad: Mechanical Engineering from NTNU
Interests: Product development, Music, Tinkering with Gadgets
I was born outside the Norwegian capital, Oslo, and I am studying Mechanical
Engineering at NTNU. My specialization is in Product Development and Materials.
Previous experience includes classical mechanical engineering (statics, dynamics,
material science, etc.), and also Design Thinking, CAD, FE-analysis and some Mechatronics. Apart from
studying, I enjoy photography, biking and music.
Matilde Bisballe
Status: Engineering Design and Prototyping PhD Student
Skills: User centered design, product development
Undergrad: Engineering Design & Innovation at Technical University of Denmark
Interests: Running, Fiction Books, Interaction between people and technology
I’m a Design Engineer from the technical University of Denmark, currently writing my
PHD on problem-solving of engineering problems in the early stages of product
development. My interests are to investigate creative processes and how we can help people come up
with the best and most radical solutions, which could be by understanding the several roles and
functions of prototypes better.
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Achim Gerstenberg
Status: Engineering Design and Prototyping PhD Student
Skills: Physics, Product Realization, Mechatronics
Undergrad: Experimental Physics at Bonn University and University of Duisburg-Essen
Interests: Hiking, Saxophone
I have a Master’s in experimental physics from Duisburg University in Germany.
Currently, I am a PhD candidate at TrollLABS at the Norwegian University of Science
and Technology in Trondheim. There I try to find and understand the underlying
principles for bottom-up network like project architectures applied to large-scale, complex and highly
uncertain engineering projects.

Carl C. Sole Semb
Status: Mechanical Engineering Graduate Student
Skills: Metal Workshop Experience, CAD, Arduino
Undergrad: Mechanical Engineering at NTNU
Interests: Outdoors, Engineering Design
I received my Bachelor’s degree from NTNU in Mechanical Engineering and am
currently pursuing my Master’s. I love the outdoors and being away from technology,
which allows me to have an interesting design perspective. I love having adventures
and am extremely spontaneous. My goal for this course is to apply my creativity to the design process to
help the team think outside of the box.

2.5 Team Coaches
There are two ME310 alumni coaches for this project. Information about them can be seen below.
Bill Lukens
Occupation: Product Design Engineer at Apple
Education:
Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering), Carnegie Mellon University
Master of Science (Mechanical Engineering), Stanford University
ME310: ME310 alumni, 2013-2014
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Scott Steber
Occupation: Associate Director at Radicand Inc.
Education:
Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering), Boston University
Master of Science (Mechanical Engineering), Stanford University
ME310: ME310 alumni, 2011-2012

2.6

Corporate Liaison

The corporate liaison for this project is Shad Laws, details about him can be found
below.
Shad Laws
Occupation: Innovation Projects Manager at Renault Innovation
Education:
Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering), Northwestern University
Master of Science (Mechanical Engineering), Stanford University
PhD (Mechanical Engineering), Stanford University
ME310: ME310 alumni, 2003-2004
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3.0 Design Requirements
3.1 General System Requirements
Throughout the fall, winter and spring quarters, the general project requirements have been discovered
and refined. These requirements can be classified as functional or physical requirements.

3.2 Functional
Functional requirements describe what the system must do and how it should behave. In this section
functional requirements as well as opportunities, assumptions, and constraints are described.
3.2.1.1 Requirements
Table 1: Functional Requirements

Requirement
Improves awareness of
vehicle’s knowledge

Increases trust in vehicle safety

Does not overwhelm senses

Non-invasive/unobtrusive

Clearly indicative

Justification
Purpose of the system is to
create a teammate dynamic by
making the user understand
why the vehicle makes decisions
Trust in the vehicle’s decisionmaking and driving abilities are
the primary force behind the
project; if the user trusts the
vehicle, they are more likely to
feel comfortable in the car
If senses get saturated (for
example, if too many smells are
put into the cabin without
clearing the air), the user might
lose ability to understand
communicated information, or
might no longer feel
comfortable in the system
If user feels the system is too
much in control or they are too
distracted to be able to focus on
anything else, they are less
likely to use the system

User less likely to use the
system if overly complicated

Criteria/Test
When asked why the car will
make certain decisions, the user
can articulate why based on
communicated information
When asked how safe the user
feels with the technology
compared to a blind test, the
former rates higher than the
latter
There is some kind of ‘scentclearing’ capability in the
system, or majority of users
tested without one respond
that they do not feel
overwhelmed

When given a task or allowed to
focus on something else,
majority of users rank the
distraction from the device as
minimal to non-existent on a
scale of options; users do not
have to stop the test because of
how the device makes them
feel
Majority of tested users can
pick up on what the device is
telling them and answer
questions on it within five
minutes, given only a broad
category
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If too much information is
communicated, or the
information could be better
communicated in another way,
users will be less likely to use
the device, or more easily
confused
Creating a team dynamic
between user and vehicle
should allow the user to feel
more comfortable despite not
being in control

Majority of survey respondents
and tested users, when asked if
they want that information
communicated, respond in the
affirmative

When asked after a test,
majority of tested users feel
they understand the system and
they are part of the driving
process

3.2.1.2 Opportunities
Will use both ambient and explicit aspects
Multiple forms of communication can be used
Multiple types of information can be conveyed
Driver can contribute to car’s functionality/overall driving experience
3.2.1.3 Assumptions
‘Useful knowledge’ is global—drivers in the US would be interested in the same things as drivers in
Norway or India, for example
Experience of driving or being a passenger won’t change drastically—roads/highways/intersections
will still be essentially the same in the future
3.2.1.4 Constraints
People respond differently to the same stimuli
The ambiently-communicated information must convey a feeling

3.3 Physical
Physical requirements describe what the system must be and the shape it should take. In this section
physical requirements as well as opportunities, assumptions, and constraints are described.
3.3.1.1 Requirements
Table 2: Physical Requirements

Requirement
Works regardless of
passenger’s physical condition
(notably height)

Comfortable for user

Justification
Potential users could be of any
size (for example, both children
and adults could be in the
vehicle), and height even
among adults varies widely. If
the system is not comfortable,
the user is less likely to use it
If the system is not comfortable,
the user is less likely to use it—

Criteria/Test
When testing a wide variety of
physical body types, majority of
users are able to use the system
without feeling uncomfortable

Majority of users do not have
complaints about the system
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for example, LEDs being too
bright
Detection works regardless of
outdoor conditions

Detection software often does
not work as well in sunny areas
as in shady or dark ones

Notification works regardless
of outdoor conditions

Can be harder to see lights
when the ambient light is bright
(i.e. midday)

and are capable of completing a
30 minute test without
changing anything
90% of objects seen in the least
optimal conditions (90% chosen
as amount well-calibrated
systems can see in sunny
conditions for technology we’re
currently using)[3]
90% of display changes can be
seen in least optimal conditions



3.3.1.2 Opportunities
Will use multiple senses (at the moment, sight and haptic feedback)




3.3.1.3 Assumptions
Object detection technology will be included as part of autonomous car technology
Object detection technology will improve along with autonomous car technology





3.3.1.4 Constraints
Limited to current technology for prototyping purposes
Cannot use more power than car battery can supply
Must be completed by June 2015

3.4 Final Prototype Requirements
Having decided on a final system of visual perception feedback (the haptic intention feedback is
discussed in Appendix F), we also had many additional requirements to accomplish those goals.

3.4.1 Mechanical
With the project prompt requiring ambient display, we chose to focus on visual ambiency, using
peripheral vision. The ambient lighting display will be used to convey location of objects around the car,
through an LED display that is wrapped around the seat. With this system, objects that are closer will
have a greater height (up to 8 LEDs on the system) than objects that are further away, though the lights
from the LEDs will be diffused enough to make those difference a general feeling rather than allowing
for specific counting of LEDs, for example. The system has a resolution of 50, with a refresh rate of 30
Hz.
For the mechanical system, there were sub-categories for requirements of the mechanism of display,
user interactions with display, and user experience.
Since this system is intended to be a part of a larger system instead of a stand-alone product, there is an
additional requirement of demonstrating that there will be some kind of explicit display in the final
product, so we needed to reflect that inclusion in our system.
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Justification
Cannot guarantee what
conditions driving will occur it;
want the car to be useful for
drives
Finished product needs to have
a polish, professional
appearance

3.4.1.1 Interaction with Display:
Requirement
Justification
LED display visible to
Information should be conveyed
peripherals under all
without requiring movement on
circumstances
the part of the user
Differences in the ambient
Different states must be
display are noticeable to
conveyed for the system to
peripherals in an ambient
have purpose
fashion
User can distinguish between
Information should easily be
objects’ angles relative to
connectable to the object it is
him//her
representing

User can distinguish between
objects’ relative distance from
him/her, and each other

Requirement

Information should easily be
connectable to the object it is
representing

3.4.1.2 User Experience:
Justification

Comfortable/Minimally
Distracting

System meant to be in the
background/ambient, and not
disrupt

User-Adjustable

Users feel more ownership if
they have options, can
contribute
Experience needs to be as
realistic for user testing as
possible to create

Creates sensation of
autonomous car

Criteria/Test
User can still notice changes in
bright sunlight and complete
darkness
Modifications fit
theme/appearance of car

Criteria/Test
User can see all the way to edge
of arrays from the neutral
position
User can detect changes while
focused on a different task after
30 seconds
User can point out where two
(or more) objects would be
without seeing them within 50
of accuracy without seeing
them
User can report which of two
(or more) objects is further,
away without seeing the
objects, with an accuracy of five
meters

Criteria/Test
User should be able to tolerate
being around system for up to
30 minutes at a time (slightly
more than US national
commute time)
User can pick brightness level at
the beginning to a point where
it is comfortable for them
Driver hidden
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3.4.1.3 Explicit Display
Requirement
Justification
Shows additional potential
Explicit display is a placeholder
aspects of the system
to show that there would be
more to the car’s
communication system than the
ambient

Criteria/Test
Users understand, when asked,
that the ambient display is not
the full system without being
instructed

3.4.2 Electrical
Since the user experience requirements are already covered, most explicitly electrical requirements are
physical.
3.4.2.1 FUNCTIONAL
Requirement
Justification
Have adequate
To meet the frame
processing power to:
rate requirement
Read data from
the main processor
sensors
much be fast
Perform
enough.
transformation on
data
Output data to display
controller
All within the required
update rate of 30Hz
Ambient display must Display object size is
have vertical
most intuitive to
resolution to display
convey distance,
objects with different
and so the system
distances with
has to be able to
different heights
convey the
information in that
format.

Requirement
Must be portable

Power
consumption of
less than 300W

3.4.2.2 PHYSICAL
Justification
It has to run in a car while
it is moving for testing. It is
ideal to be integrated with
the car’s power system.
It is reasonable for a car
battery to provide 25A at
12V, which is 300W.

Criteria/Test
The final system will be
tested to meet the
functional software
specifications. If they are
met then the system is
fast enough.

Specifications
The 1GHz Beaglebone
Black is sufficiently fast
to perform the handle
the requirements.

A difference in vision
height of at least 5cm
must be noticeable to
someone looking at it.

The LED arrays we will
use have 8 LEDs in the
vertical direction, which
should be sufficient to
convey different
heights. The LED
brightness’s are also
adjustable.

Criteria/Test
The system will
be tested while
driving down a
street.
Measure power
draw of whole
system (at
battery) at
maximum stress
(most LEDs on).

Specifications
A car has a battery, and we can
add a second one if more
current it needed.
For a single color, all LEDs max
brightness the current draw is
5A/panel. For 6 panels at 5V
that is 150W. 50W is more
than enough for the
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controllers and DC to DC
converter inefficiencies.
Wiring must be
properly sized
for rated current

Bright displays can draw a
significant amount of
current. The current draw
will be significant enough
that wire size needs to be
considered.

Check all power
line wires for the
required current
in each wire
based on wire
ampacity
standards.

Twisted cable
must be used on
all data lines

To minimize the effect of
noise on data transfer
between the sensors,
microcontrollers and LEDs
The panels chosen are
driven by a precisely timed
800kHz signal. Only a
dedicated processor can
reliably achieve these
timing constraints.

Design
requirement.

Design
requirement.

A separate slave device is
needed to drive the LEDs. A
simple microcontroller can
provide the 800kHz update for
the LED panels while reading
data from the master in
between. An Arduino Due will
be used as the slave device.

They will be far from the
microcontroller, requiring
a data transfer protocol
that can handle larger
distances.

The system will
be tested for lost
or corrupted data
packets in a car
while driving to
assure reliable
transfer.
Except for
required gaps
(e.g. door to front
trim) the
experience should
be seamless.

We will use RS-485 which
works over long distances
(max 1.2km, can achieve
2Mbit/s at 50m). The vision
sensors support that.

Updating the
ambient display
requires precise
timing and
synchronization
at a given
frequency. A
microcontroller
using a real-time
OS is needed to
control the
display.
Data from
sensors must be
reliable

Display panels
must fully extend
180 degrees
around the user

To create one seamless
display all around the user
the system must drive
enough LED panels to
encompass the user
without large gaps
between panels.

This is easy to achieve (use
rated current wire gauge
tables). 16 AWG will be used
for each individual panel
power (~5A max), while 8
AWG is used for the bulk
power line from the battery to
the power board (~15A max)
It is easy to buy shielded cable
with however many strands
needed for each application.

With 6 LED panels we can
achieve the full 180 degree
view with panels touching.
Driving 6 LED panels is doable.

3.4.3 Software
The main software requirements hinge on meeting the required display frame rate. There are no
software physical requirements. Hardware requirements (processing power) are handled in the
electrical section.
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jittery
LEDs can be very
distracting.
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Criteria/Test
Looking at a static
scene, changes in LED
brightness should not
be easily noticeable to
people.

Must convey
distances by
different outputs
(bar height).

People should be able to
distinguish what is closer
and what is further by bar
height.

Users will be tested so
that they can distinguish
at least 10 different bar
height settings on the
display.

LEDs must line up
with the object
they are
detecting from
the perspective
of the passenger.

For users to experience the
system properly they need
to be able to relate the
car’s visuals to what they
see outside. Therefore the
two need to match to a
reasonable degree.

Must have a
minimum refresh
rate of 30Hz

30Hz is generally pretty
smooth for human vision.
As high as possible is
preferred.

From an average head
location in the seat, an
object will moved and a
person will observe if
the proper LED lights
up. The angle between
the lit up LED and the
object detected should
be no more than 5
degrees.
The refresh rate will be
measured.

All LED panels
must be
controlled in
parallel

If each of the individual
panels are driven one at a
time, there will be banding
between the visual images.
By driving in parallel all
panels will be synced.
For 30Hz, that leaves 80%
of the cycle time to read
data from the sensors and
perform
filtering/transformation
operations.

The master
microcontroller
must send a
whole display
frame in less
than 6.6ms
(232Kb/s)

Design requirement.

The maximum speed
without data loss will be
testing in a car setting.

Specifications
Moving average or a
finite impulse response
low pass filter will be
used to smooth out the
data. Sensor noise will
have to be evaluated.
There are 8 vertical
LEDs with 0-255
brightness levels,
meaning a possible
maximum resolution of
2048.
Simple transformations
can be applied in
software if we know
the position of the
sensors and LED strips.

The maximum refresh
rate of one panel of
256 LEDs is 130Hz.
With a separate
controller to handle the
output this can be kept
pretty high.
The library has been rewritten in Arduino to
handle parallel output
to up to 8 panels at a
time.
This can be achieved
using SPI or a parallel
data transfer is the
wires are kept short.
The data lines to the
panels can be longer so
this is ok.
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3.4.4 Vision System
There are many requirements for the vision system. Finding a vision system that met all of the
requirements was not easy but we believe we have found a suitable solution. The requirements
for the vision system can be seen below. These requirements have not changed since the
manufacturing plans and our vision system still meets all of the specifications.
Requirement
Range of at
least 20m

Field of View of
at least 135°

Accuracy of at
least ±1m

Data refresh
rate of at least
50Hz

Angular
resolution of at
least 5°

3.4.4.1 FUNCTIONAL
Justification
While conducting user
testing it was determined
that a range of 20m would
be adequate for a
demonstration of our
technology.
In order to demonstrate the
technology, the car must be
able to see more than just
what is directly in front of it.
A field of view of 135° was
determined to be adequate
for EXPE.
In order for users to trust the
technology, the vision
system must be accurate.

To have an appealing user
experience, the vision
system cannot be “laggy.” In
order to ensure lag is not
present, a data refresh rate
of least 50 Hz is required.

The car must be able to
point out where an object is.
A vision system that can
locate an obstacle with an
angular resolution of at least
5° will be adequate for EXPE.
Interfaces with In order for the frames to be
Arduino
read and transferred to the
Microcontroller ambient display, the range
data must be able to be read
by an Arduino.

Criteria/Test
Team members will walk
away from the car at
various angles to ensure
a range of 20m is met.

LeddarTech
Specifications
Range of Vision system
is 0 to 50m.

Team members will walk
around the car to
determine where the
field of view stops.

Field of view of single
sensor is 45°. 3 sensors
will be needed to meet
the 135° specification.

Obstacles will be placed
at set distances from the
vision system and the
measured range will be
evaluated.
The vision system will
scan the environment
around a car while being
driven, frame of ranges is
updated within 20ms it
will be deemed
adequate.
The vision system will be
evaluated to ensure the
obstacles can be located
to a resolution of at least
5°.

The accuracy of the
LeddarTech system is
5cm.

Vision systems should be
able to output range data
in a format that is
adequate for Arduino
technology.

The LeddarTech
evaluation kit can us
USB, RS-485, CAN and
UART communication
protocols, two of which

The data refresh rate
can be set in software
from 1.6 to 100Hz.

There are 16 distinct
sections per each 45°
FOV, resulting in an
angular resolution of
under 3°.
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Work in
various lighting
conditions

Work in
various
weather
conditions

Requirement
Weigh less
than 1kg

The vision system must be
able to work during the day
and night so the vision
system can be adequately
tested and demonstrated at
EXPE.
Because there is no
guarantee that it will be
sunny on EXPE, the vision
system must be
weatherproof and be able to
function in various weather
conditions.
3.4.4.2 PHYSICAL
Justification

In order to be safely mounted
to the front of a car, a weight
of less than 1 kg is required.
Maximum
The unit must be able to fit
volume of
with a 10cm x 10cm x 10cm
0.001m2
cube to ensure the vision
system does not pose
problems with mounting or
driving visibility.
Operating
Since the system will be
voltage of
powered with a car battery, it
12V or less
is required that the voltage of
the vision system be under
12V.
Power
With the 12V requirements,
Consumption this 12W requirement ensures
of less than
the vision system will not use
12W
greatly more than 1A of
current. This ensures the
power requirements can be
easily met by a voltage
regulator.
Cost of
Due to budgetary restraints,
under $1000 the vision system should not
cost more than $1000.

June 9, 2015

The vision system will be
tested in daylight and at
night and the accuracy of
measurements will be
evaluated.
The vision system
purchased must say it is
weatherproof and tested
in various weather
conditions.

Criteria/Test
Vision systems purchased
must have a weight of
less than 1kg.
Vision systems purchased
must have a volume of
under 0.001m2.

can be used by
Arduino.
Even though
LeddarTech uses
infrared light (same as
sun), it is said to be
immune to ambient
light.
LeddarTech says there
sensor has proven
reliability, even in harsh
conditions.

LeddarTech
Specifications
Weight of sensor is
265g.
Dimensions of sensor
are 114mm x 76mm x
46mm, resulting in a
volume of 0.0004m2.

Vision systems purchased
must have an operating
voltage of 12V or less.

The operating voltage of
the evaluation kit is
12V.

Vision systems purchased
must have a power
consumption of less than
12W.

The current
consumption of the
device is 4W.

The vision system and
components purchased
to interface with the
sensor will cost less than
$1000.

The cost of an individual
evaluation kit is $299.
This means three
sensors are under the
$1000 cost limit.
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4.0 Design Development
4.1 Overview
The design requirements for the final prototype were developed throughout the spring quarter.
Requirements were learned through previous quarter testing, as well as during the design process and
from small user studies. The following sections describe how the prototype completed this quarter
relates to the development of the design requirements. This section also highlights how the needfinding, benchmarking, and ideation tasks contributed to design development process.

4.2 Motivation
The logic behind this project is not necessarily readily apparent when examining our project’s prompt of
use ambient communication in fully autonomous vehicles to change the relationship from a masterslave topology to a teammate topology. Focusing on fully autonomous vehicles allows the team the
ability to work in a space that is not nearly as crowded as that of the semi-autonomous world.
Researchers are heavily looking into the semi-autonomous space while fully-autonomous is less
explored. Likewise, one can develop things well before they become necessary, having a head-start on
potential competitors.
The use of ambient communication serves the purpose of making the communication of information
less invasive. The final system will not be exclusively ambient, but the goal is to have ambient
components appropriately implemented to communicate more effectively with the passengers.
Ambiency is important because most explicit communication systems (e.g. warning lights, sounds, or
displays) often feel invasive and eventually are turned off, completely negating their effectiveness.
The teammate topology part of this project is to make the car and driver more efficient and effective
while working together. As the car is given more responsibility and agency in the relationship, the
master slave dynamic that most manufactures have designed into their cars will change. As cars are
capable of more and responsible for more, the relationship will change out of necessity or will stay the
same and be a barrier to forming trust with the fully autonomous vehicle.
To flush out these issues more fully, Team Renault spent an extensive amount of time in the past 3
quarters to better understand the project goals. To start, brainstorming what it meant to be on a team
was completed; settling on things like a division of labor and a trust in one’s teammates. From that, it
was concluded that an effective team member is, among other things reliable, does its part, and
watches out for the other team members.

4.2.1 Fall Need-finding and Benchmarking
During the winter quarter, the team was much more oriented towards building and testing prototypes
than the fall quarter. This was necessary both to explore how one could fill the needs of the space while
leveraging the skill set of the team, and to test a wide variety of potential solutions to the project
prompt. However, while it was feasible to use the results of the fall quarter’s need-finding and the user
testing of our prototypes, additional need-finding proved necessary.

4.2.2 Need-Finding
The team spent a significant portion of fall quarter exploring the space through need-finding,
benchmarking, and brainstorming activities. We found that these activities were particularly necessary
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for the project for multiple reasons. First, the space that the team is exploring, that of technology that
acts as a teammate toward the user, is in its infancy. Second, the fully-realized autonomous vehicles
described in the project prompt do not actually exist yet, therefore it was required to find comparable
situations and technologies to study.
The team started by considering what could be communicated and sorted these into five categories
based upon how the information changed over time.
Constant: The constant category consists of those things which are relatively constant for any car or
driver, and will not change based on current changeable conditions.
Examples: Cardinal direction of car/orientation with regards to North, time of sunrise/sunset, current
location, etc.
Car Conditions: Car conditions consists of things about the car that directly relate to its function, but
could require input/assistance from the user, or could depend on factors the car has taken into account
but has no way of avoiding or controlling.
Examples: Car diagnostics (tire pressure, low fuel, etc), car confidence in a current situation (such as
driving along a route with a large number of bars around closing time, or a route with a large number of
blind turns), etc.
Directly Controlled: Directly controlled aspects consist of those things that, in a non-fully-autonomous
car, would be in the control of the driver.
Examples: Car speed, sudden changes such as braking, route choices, etc.
Indirectly Controlled: Indirectly controlled aspects are those which the car has some control over, but
also involves interaction with cars or people—for example, while the car might be able to control the
location of traffic around the vehicle relative to it by slowing down or speeding up, or by picking an
alternative route with less traffic, the decisions of the other cars/drivers must also be taken into
consideration.
Examples: Traffic around vehicle, time to destination, entering/leaving specific zones (such as school
zones), etc.
Uncontrolled: Uncontrolled aspects are those that, while subject to change, do not accept any input
from the car about that change.
Examples: weather conditions, road conditions, etc.
To flush out how ambient communication might interact with these needs in the car the team
considered different forms of ambient communication. These modes of ambient communication were
broadly broken down by the sense or system targeted.
Vision: Lights that change color or brightness depending on state of car or displays that indicate certain
information.
Hearing: Changes in ambient noise type, volume, or location of speakers (sound vectoring).
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Smell: Pre-defined smells to indicate location along an often-traveled route, type of environment
(urban, rural, suburb), or weather conditions.
Touch/Haptics: Possible solutions include a vibrating belt to indicate states or changes in the physical
state of car to show a change in the situation.
Changes in the Car: Car would modify itself based off of either the user or ongoing changes (darkening
the windows if the user appears to be sleeping, chair stabilizing itself based on turns or sudden speed
changes, etc).
This need-finding cycle formed the initial impressions of what could be possible in fully autonomous
vehicles and set the stage for further need-finding in winter quarter.

4.2.3 Benchmarking
In the fall, exploration of what technologies that are currently being developed or used in various
industries was conducted. These technologies ranged from the aviation industry, to home robotics, and
of course, the automotive industry. These technologies actually appeared in some of our prototypes and
provided us with directions for potential future developments.

4.3 Winter Need-finding and Benchmarking - Stanford
4.3.1 New Persona
The team realized partway through winter quarter that our technology-distrusting persona from the fall
quarter, Nancy, was no longer necessarily the use case that fit the problems we were most interested in
testing. While trust between the user and car was still key, someone who would feel the car was more
of a teammate than something that had to be tolerated was important. That is where the idea for
“Lucas” came from. The team sought to pursue a persona who would view the autonomous technology
not as a machine to be controlled and not trusted, but as a tool to be used and acclimated to.
Lucas is a 28-year-old up-and-coming white-collar worker who spends his weekends driving to outdoor
adventures with his girlfriend of two years whom he lives with. He views his time in all situations as a
valuable asset that is being wasted on, among other things, commutes. So while he knows he shouldn’t,
he texts and emails while driving in straight stretches or stopped at lights during his 30-minute commute
on the 101 freeway (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: New persona Lucas, all ready for his morning commute.

Continuing the prototyping process through the quarter, and settling on what space to explore for the
final vision, the team drew from aspects of both of our personas—designing for someone who will not
automatically trust autonomous technology, but who is willing to take the chance with it to get some of
the advantages it would provide.
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4.3.2 Matrix
Although several different modes of communication and possible sources of valuable information to
communicate were outlined, it was realized that the list was by no means exhaustive, and it was desired
to consider every possible solution to the project prompt. So, under advice from the Renault corporate
liaison, the team sat down as a group and ideated as many separate ambient communication methods
and desirable pieces of information with both teams. Everyone then had time to rank each pairing both
on feasibility, adaptability, and usefulness (for example, using temperature of the car to communicate
outside temperature might satisfy the first two, but not the last) (Figure 3). In the figure, red indicates a
pairing that received more votes and is therefore a more viable option. Through this exercise, while
there was some differences in opinion, the team was able to lay out a smaller number of options to
consider in a final solution.
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Figure 3: Design matrix of possible ambient communication and information pairings.
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4.3.3 Autonomous Passenger Survey
The team also realized that while, through prototyping, one could get a lot of feedback from how users
felt about distinct solutions, interviewing a lot of potential users about what they would want in an
optimal solution had not been done. It was decided to remedy this by creating a survey on
SurveyMonkey covering a wide variety of car-related topics, from car-sickness to what they would do in
a vehicle they can’t do now. After analyzing the approximately one hundred responses, it was found that
there were two particular questions that stood out to us as valuable to the teams (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Results from Autonomous Car Survey of asking what passengers most wanted to know during a ride (left), and what
passengers most wanted the driver to know

The first was “What would you like to know as a passenger?” This question, seemed to have a good deal
of implicit trust in the driver. We recognized that answers like arrival time, and traffic conditions were
questions you would ask if you knew that the driver was trustworthy and safe—these were ways to
optimize your time spent in the car, not reassure you.
The more valuable input was the answers to the question “What would you like the driver to know?”
While some people answered that they would like the driver to know all of these things, the team felt
safe to interpret these results as things a responsible driver should know. The answers to this part
largely consisted of wanting to know about where other cars, imminent threats, and dangerous
conditions were. It was thought that this section provides valuable insight that the most important thing
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for cars to impart onto their passengers would be the feeling that the situation is under control or, put
more plainly, the car can tell them “I got this.”
The team thinks that the sentiment expressed by that saying encapsulates the combination of
situational awareness and competency that the vehicle will need to communicate to gain the trust of its
passengers.

4.4 Travelling to NTNU
At the end of the Winter Quarter, the Stanford team travelled to Norway to spend a week with NTNU.
The main goal of this trip was to come together and agree on a final vision that we would deliver at EXPE
in June. This meeting was probably the defining point of the ME310 process for our team, as it was at
this point where meaningful discussions took place about what users would want in an autonomous car,
and how best we could use our skills to deliver a final product.
In order to determine what our final vision should be, we decided to focus on our users. We developed
three scenarios where trust would be needed with your autonomous car. The three scenarios can be
seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Photo of User Scenario

The first scenario involves a mother dropping off her kids at school. We tried to put ourselves in the
shoes of the driver, Nora, and we felt that this passenger would want to know that the autonomous car
was seeing all the children in the cross walk and she could feel the car slow down as she approached the
school.
The second scenario involves a family driving to a cottage in the mountains. This drive is happening at
night, so the family is blindly trusting the autonomous car to take them to their destination. In order to
improve trust, the family needs to know what the car is seeing, and perhaps, the trajectory the car is
going to follow.
The third and final scenario involves a businessman (Steve) commuting to work. Steve is currently on a
conference call and sees that his autonomous car is approaching traffic. In order to sound confident on
the call, he needs knowledge that his car sees the traffic and is slowing down in an ambient way.
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Discussions around these three scenarios resulted in the conclusion that in order to improve trust
between passengers and autonomous cars, the autonomous car needs to convey information about
what it sees and what it is doing. For this information to not be distracting to the passengers, this
communication should occur ambiently, constantly providing a feeling to the passengers that the car
knows what it is doing. It should be like the car is constantly telling the passengers, “Don’t worry, I got
this.”
In order to ensure the passenger was getting the required information ambiently, two systems were
designed. The first system would be a system to convey the car’s perceptions, while the second system
would convey the car’s intentions.
The perception system involved displaying what the car was able to see via a visual display. This visual
display would wrap around the passenger seat of the car and either involve a single LED strip or an array
of LEDs. This perception system would only show where objects were, it would not try to convey object
recognition or threat level analysis of the objects the car was approaching. This was decided in order to
not try to encode too much information into a visual display. This is something that was a lesson learned
from a previous prototype.
The intention system on the car would only focus on a single intention, braking. Braking is the most
critical intention when trying to establish trust. When you enter a car with a young driver, stepping on
an imaginary brake pedal in order to get them to slow down is a common reaction. Therefore, it makes
sense to tell passengers when the autonomous car is intended to brake. This intention to brake is similar
to a human hovering over the brake pedal. The car is not slowing down yet, and may not slow down at
all, it is just conveying the fact that the car is ready to brake. Since people in cars today already associate
braking with a motion of their feet, it makes sense to convey the car’s intention to brake in the same
way. Therefore, an active footrest that moves when the car is ready to brake will be the intention
system for the autonomous car.
This the system now defined, the development of the prototype is the main focus for the Spring
Quarter.

4.5 Mechanical Development of Final Prototype
4.5.1 Optical Design
Upon choosing to use peripheral vision to communicate location of objects around the user, a few
immediate decisions had to be made: what detail to go into about the communication, what materials
to use to communicate, and how to communicate differences about the objects.
4.5.1.1 Detail of Communication
Showing the objects around the car allowed multiple options for level of detail: first, a general display
where all types objects were treated equally; second, a display where objects are classified based on
broad categories (human, other vehicle, inanimate surroundings, etc.); third, a display where objects
were classified on “threat level,” or the chance that the vehicle might have to make an action based on
the object; and last, a display where objects are classified based on how important the object is to the
car (for example, a person about to cross the street ten meters in front of the car could be considered
more important that a parked car fifty meters in front).
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First, while we thought that if people trusted a car that told them something was around them, they
might trust a car that told them it was a human versus an object even more, we also felt that at that
point we were approaching a more explicit communication that couldn’t be interpreted as a feeling
instead of detailed fact. While we felt people might be more comfortable knowing the rationale behind
the car’s decision-making process, both with “threat-level” and object importance, we also could not
guarantee that relative importance to the car would be the same as to the user; for example, a car
would most likely use an algorithm to determine importance, while a human might always see one
particular object (for example, a mother seeing a child) as most important, and therefore have issues
trusting the car because of that disconnect.
Therefore, we decided to go with a minimum display, solely displaying on location relative to the car.

4.5.1.2 Method of Implementation
Over several prototypes from the winter quarter, we used several rows of single LED strips to display
information to the user. Having chosen LEDs, we had several options for showing difference between
object location, with size, brightness, and color as the main options. Since we were making something
intended to be seen by peripheral vision, color was immediately discarded as a possibility, since color is
more difficult to distinguish through peripherals. To determine whether we wanted to use brightness or
size, we conducted tests of which people preferred (discussed further in Electric Development);
overwhelmingly, size was chosen, with some people citing the intuitive nature of the information, and
how the increased number of LEDs lit made a difference in brightness even without that being a focus.

4.5.2 Layout Around the Car
4.5.2.1 Panel Height
When choosing where to mount the panels, we focused mainly on our goal of having the panels be in
the peripheral vision. There seemed to be two main options for the eyes to be focused on for the user of
an autonomous car—outside the windows, so straight out, or downward, like where a phone or
computer might be. Mounting the panels about chest-height of a sitting user allowed the panels to be in
the peripherals of both those options.

4.5.3 Panel Layout
While we considered having a full 3600 panel layout around the passenger, that idea was considered
impractical for multiple reasons. First, the details most important to a driver of a car about the
surroundings, and therefore to the user of an autonomous system, are by and large in front of a car—
the only exception is when someone is coming behind a driver, or if the driver is switching lanes.
Second, since all our testing would be done in a traditional car, the user would be facing front, and so
panels wrapping all the way around the person would require them to turn and actively engage the
system. While there could be methods such as mounting LEDS above to indicate objects behind the
user, there was one more deciding factor: cost. The chosen detection system was $300 for a 450 field of
view, and each foot-long LED panel was $100. Going with 135o around the passenger to the front
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provided a good basis for the system as a whole, with enough LED panels to incorporate 180o total,
while future work could be done to incorporate additional angles to display or changes to the seat
structure.

4.5.4 Diffusion
One of the first potential problems we had noticed upon deciding to use LEDs in the winter quarter was
people’s reaction to the brightness; even when not on the highest brightness level people could have a
hard time looking at it for any period of time, which would prove problematic for a system meant to be
on constantly. While we had used various kinds of paper during the FunKtional and functional testing
stages, we wanted something less fragile and more fitting of a polished prototype.
In keeping with our ambient focus, we wanted the diffusion to allow for differences between LED
rectangles of different heights to be obvious, but we did not want to see the LEDs as individual entities.
Instead, we wanted a glow that suggested more than explicitly told the distance between objects and
the car.
4.5.4.1 Lighting panel/Elaborate Frame
After testing several different kinds of acrylic (sanded, clear, translucent white, opaque white, and an
acrylic lighting panel), we decided the lighting panel gave the effect most similar to what we wanted.
However, the effect required the panel to be spaced at least half an inch away from the LED panels.
While we could buy half-inch clear acrylic and mount the lighting panel on one side and the LEDs on the
other for the straight sections (though even might have gotten too expensive to be practical at some
point), we also would have to mold the diffusion panels around the dashboard, which we were advised
against doing with ½” acrylic. Therefore, we decided to use three pieces of plastic: a 1/8” piece of clear
acrylic to mount the LED panels on, a ¼” piece of clear acrylic to hold the lighting panel secure, and the
lighting panel itself. These pieces were all held in place using a 3D printed frame (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Side-view of CAD 3D printed frame for diffusion

4.5.4.2 Acrylic
While using the lighting panel gave the effect we wanted, it also required 3D printing to make it work,
which proved problematic for reasons discussed later. Therefore, after determining precisely what the
optimal appearance of the LEDS with the diffusion panels would be, we once again tested other acrylics
to try to get the same appearance.

4.5.5 Mounting
4.5.5.1 3D Printing
Our first plan of mounting the visual system onto the car revolved around 3D printing a frame which we
would then attach to the car using either brackets, Velcro, or glue.
3D printing, while it worked for the straight sections, ultimately did not work for the curved sections
because our pieces hit the resonance of the machine we were using, which clogged up the nozzles,
resulting in flawed pieces. While it was also a possibility of making shorter pieces existed, or of sending
the pieces out to an external manufacturer, time was a heavy constraint for both options; internally, we
had to share the machine with many other users, while an external manufacturer couldn’t return things
to us in a quick enough time for us to make corrections (since it was internal and less expensive, we
tried several prototypes over the course of a week and made changes subsequently). The finish of the
machine we had available was also an issue; since the material was PLA, we couldn’t use acetone to get
a smoother finish. Finally, 3D printing the dashboard curve required an exact CAD model, which we had
yet to be able to successfully draw in CAD. So we chose to try an acrylic frame instead, made possible by
switching from the several layers of acrylic and lighting panel to two acrylic sheets.

4.5.6 Acrylic
Using two acrylic sheets, one translucent white and the other clear, allowed greater ease of
attachment—instead of requiring a sectioned-off frame to keep sufficient space between the pieces,
these two could be attached directly to each other. We also did not have to spend as much time
between different prototypes waiting for a machine, or for parts to finish, which allowed greater
flexibility in prototyping the final layout.
To hold the pieces together, attach them to the door, and create a pleasant finish to match the car, we
chose to cut pieces of black acrylic to frame the diffusion panels (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Diffusion acrylic with frame

4.5.7 Dashboard Curve
Correctly modeling the dashboard curve was one of the hardest parts of creating this system. While we
tried creating STL files using a Kinect to model the dash, the geometry proved too complex to be made
workable with any CAD software.
Our second attempt was to measure an approximate length of the arc of the dashboard as well as the
horizontal length across the car to create a constant radius curve; while the dashboard did not have a
constant radius, it was close enough to begin approximations. Using that curve, we used the PRL
ShopBot to create a modulin buck for the acrylic; since acrylic is moldable upon heating, it was relatively
simple to create pieces that fit, with us layering the two pieces in the mold.
Having tested out that strategy and found it to be a workable one, we then worked at creating a more
accurate model of the dash, done by making a cardboard cutout that fit along the dashboard and then
sanding the buck we had already created to fit that geometry (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Buck for molding acrylic to dashboard

4.5.8 Integrating
4.5.8.1 Surface Finish
Unlike most ME310 projects, we had a very large constraint for our final product: it had to fit in, and
to appear like it was seamlessly intended for, an already existing space—the inside of a car. Not only
did that require creating geometry that fit what already existed, but the finish of the prototype
needed to match what was already there. To create that finished appearance, we used a
vinyl/polyester blend black fabric to cover any spots of integration where the prototype did not
appear to fit on its own.

4.5.8.2 Wall
Of the three paneled sections, the easiest to fit in was between the driver and passenger. Since we were
creating an autonomous car simulation, we had already planned to do a “Wizard of Oz” style wall
between user and driver. Since it was already being cut out and covered with fabric, it was simple to
create a cutout for the panel in the wall. The panel was glued in and fabric was stapled around the
entire thing to create a seamless finish (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Panel mounted in Wizard of Oz wall

4.5.9 Dashboard
The dashboard panel was slightly trickier to mount than the wall’s panel. While the panel had been
molded to fit along the dashboard, the dashboard only provided contact for attachment along one
surface, the top edge. While it could have possibly held throughout testing if it was glued down, we
chose not to risk it, and instead attached L-brackets to the back of the panel, which fit into the glove
compartment.
For creating the fabric finish, we tried several options: regular foam, expanding foam, and cardboard.
The regular foam was mounted on top of the acrylic, with the fabric on top, to try to create a smooth
curve between the acrylic and the dashboard; unfortunately, it did not appear as smooth as we would
have liked, and did not sit particularly well on the acrylic. With the expanding foam, we attached the
panel and sprayed between it and the dashboard; while this meant the curve of the foam fit the
dashboard, there was disconnect between the wall and the foam, which also made it look less polished
than we would have liked. The final solution was simply to cut out cardboard that fit along the shape of
the dashboard and went all the way to the Wizard of Oz wall, and mount the fabric to that (Figure 10).
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Figure 10: Panel mounted along the dashboard

4.5.9.1 Door
The final, and trickiest, part of mounting the panels was attaching one to the door. While the dashboard
panel just had one line of contact, the door panel only had two points (the panel lined up with the
concave section of the door). While we considered several options to get around this, including building
some kind of ledge for the panel to sit on, ultimately it was decided the best course of action was to take
the framework off the door, mount the panel inside of it, and frame the panel with fabric-wrapped foam
on both sides, to create the illusion it was always a part of the door (Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Panel mounted into car door

4.6 Electrical Development of Final Prototype
There were many considerations for the final electrical system. These included choosing the right visual
display, power sources and wiring.

4.6.1 Display Selection
In the winter quarter prototype a single LED strip was used that extended around the passenger. This
was a quick prototype used to explore the idea of showing the position of objects around the car. This
was relatively easy to handle as there was little processing power or electrical power required.
4.6.1.1 1D vs. 2D Display
Through user testing, people liked the single dimension display, but kept suggesting having more
information through the display. Some suggested changing color to distinguish types of objects, or
brightness to distinguish the distance of an object, as the winter prototype was binary on or off if an
object was within a range.
From the survey, people said they wanted to know that their driver saw objects around them. To give a
proper sense of object presence, relaying the distance information as well as position is important. It
was contemplated that showing object distance by size on the display is more intuitive. This was tested
with a few users by mocking up a sensor display with a Kinect, where the different schemes were tried.
Users found that representing depth by the size of the object rather than brightness in a single
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dimension display was much more intuitive. They understood what the display was conveying to them
much better that way. The test is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: 1D vs 2D Depth Information User Study

The results from this testing created the requirement that the display much be two dimensions. With
the new goal of having vertical resolution in the display, this made certain things much more
complicated.
4.6.1.2 LEDs vs LCD
The first evaluation was to choose between LEDs or an LCD display. LCD displays, such as the ones in
computers or smartphones, provide significantly higher resolution than LEDs. The also typically have
more color resolution and, if driven by a computer, a fixed refresh rate.
They have 3 major issues for the expected application. First, they are expensive. To wrap around the
passenger, a 2m display is required. LCDs to reach this length with any reasonable height would cost
well over $1000 which is too much for the budget. Another major issue is brightness. LCDs are
notoriously dim as they have to be backlit. This is important as they are to be used in the car’s cabin,
which is typically surrounded by bright lighting. Finally to integrate nicely with the curvature of the front
dash, the display much bend. Bendable LCD displays are very new technology that would be even more
expensive.
On the other hand, LEDs have their own drawbacks. They have limited color control and much lower
resolution. While they can be brighter, they have a much larger power consumption as a result.
Besides that, they are brighter, cheaper, and can be mounted on FPCs so they can be flexible. These
criteria are much more important, and so LEDs were the chosen technology.
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4.6.1.3 Processor
The processor has to handle reading data from the vision sensors, processing it, performing and filtering,
transformations and then output to the display. Some quick tests and calculations showed that a typical
prototyping microprocessor such as an Arduino was too slow to handle all of this comfortably, and still
achieve a reasonable refresh rate.
As a result a more powerful system was required. More powerful systems tend to run non-real time
operating systems, and driving the chosen LEDs (see Design Description) required tight timing. This is
better handled with a dedicated microprocessor. For that reason it was a requirement to offload writing
to the display to a dedicated microprocessor while a miniaturized computer would be used to read
sensor data and perform the demanding calculations.
A fast, synchronous communication bus would then be used to send the data between the two
processors. SPI is the fastest, though fails fast as distance grows. Since the two processors could be kept
close to each other, that was the chosen bus protocol, as asynchronous communication is very slow, and
others such as I2C run on a slower bus rate than needed.
4.6.1.4 Power Source
Choosing a power source was also important. Running from the car battery would require certain
precautions to not damage the car’s electrical system, while having a separate battery pack would be
tedious to charge separately in between testing, and would increase the cost.
A hard requirement that the team set was that it should at least be portable, such that proper user
testing could be done after the fact rather than the prototype just working when plugged in at EXPE.
Running off the car battery was the preferred option, as lead acid batteries can provide a significant
amount of current, the battery would be recharged by the alternator, and it would be cheaper than
buying expensive LIPO battery packs. It would also be safer than buying a second car battery and placing
it somewhere in the car as the acid could spill. Motorcycle batteries are better contained, but they allow
significantly less current consumption.
4.6.1.5 Power Board
There are many components to the system that require different voltages and have different power
consumption. For that reason the 12V car battery had to be regulated to the appropriate levels.
4.6.1.6 Individual vs Single Power Supply
The components that consume the most power by far are the LED displays. In total they draw 30A at 5V.
All the other components are low power, with the vision sensors drawing < 1A each and the
microprocessors being minimal in comparison.
To power all the systems, either a single, high current PSU could be used that could output at least 30A
at 5V, or individual power regulators that can output 5A at 5V could be used. Typically the cost of a
power supply is not linearly proportional to the amount of current it can handle, so getting 6 individual
regulators > 5A would be much cheaper than getting 1 large > 30A PSU. That set the requirement of
having individual power regulators for each panel, as well as a separate one for the low current 5V line
and for the low current 12V line.
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This method was also more reliable. If one regulator burned out then only it would have to be replaced,
while a current surge on a single larger PSU would be more costly to replace if it did not have
overcurrent protection.
One downside is that each panel requires its own power cables from the power board, rather than
having one power line connecting all panels in parallel. Connecting them in parallel though would
require larger AWG wire as the last part going to the PSU would have to handle the full 30A, rather than
having individual wires that handle 5A each.
4.6.1.7 LDO vs Switching Regulator
With the panels drawing more than 5A each, using an LDO regulator was pretty much out of the
question. There are few to none LDO regulators that can handle that current. Switching regulators are
much more efficient, and therefore that was the regulator of choice.
4.6.1.8 Wiring
A hard set requirement from the start was to wire everything with the appropriate AWG using an
ampacity chart. With previous prototypes the power consumption was small enough to not have to
worry too much about that. That is not the case for the final prototype. All wiring was such that the
maximum current in each wire was at most 80% of the rated current. Some wires were bundled
together, and a couple were run under carpet where thermal properties are not ideal. The extra
headroom is to guarantee nothing will get too hot as a fire inside a moving vehicle would be devastating.

4.7 Vision Development of Final Prototype
The design development of the vision system was very important for the final prototype. The vision
system was required to make sure the final system was not just a Wizard-of-Oz prototype or a
simulation. However, it should be noted that the system itself is not the main part of the project design.
The vision system is just an input in order to complete, test, and validate the rest of the system.

4.7.1 Forming Requirements
Before designing the vision system could begin, the requirements of the vision system needed to be
determined. In order to do this, testing was conducted to understand what user’s impression of an
autonomous car’s vision system is.
The testing conducted involved placing users in the passenger seat of a car. A team member approached
the car from a set distance away, and users were asked to determine when they believed an
autonomous car should see the obstacle. After this test it was determined that at minimum range of
30m would be required for the vision system.
A second test involved again placing users in the passenger seat of a car. This time, a team member
walked around a vehicle and users were asked to determine when the person should appear in the field
of view of the autonomous car. From this testing we found that passengers expected a field of view of
180°, centered around the front of the car.
A final requirement was sampling frequency. It is required for the vision system to be able to detect
obstacles in the environment as the car is moving. If we assume a speed of travel of 60 mph and select
that an object gets detected 10 times while it is in the cars field of view, this means that the sampling
frequency must be at least 10 Hz.
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In summary, the requirements of the vision system are a range of 30m, a field of view of 180°, and a
sampling frequency of at least 10Hz.

4.7.2 Finding Components
The most difficult part of the design development of the vision system was looking for components.
Finding a component that could meet the requirements listed above was difficult, since most
components of an autonomous car are out of the ME310 budget. Below is a table of options that were
considered when attempting to find a suitable vision system.
Table 3: Description of Researched Vision System Components

Component
Name
Kinect v2

Manufacturer Range [m]

Lidar Lite

Pulsed Light

RPLIDAR

Robo Peak

UTM-30LX

Hokuyo

Microsoft

Field of Sampling
Price Comments
View [°] Frequency [Hz] [USD]
4.5
90
30
200 Multiple sensors would
be required and the
sensor range is
inadequate.
60 Single
100
90 Need to build a rotating
Point
platform and refresh rate
may suffer because of
this.
6
360
5.5
360 Sampling frequency is too
small and the range is
also poor.
30
270
40 4974 Meets all specifications,
however, the price is
almost the entire budget
of ME310.

The final vision system used an infrared range finder from a small company from Quebec. The sensor is
an evaluation kit from LeddarTech. More details about the vision system will be presented in the Design
Description section of this report.

4.8 Software Development of Final Prototype
The development of the code required to implement the final prototype was a very iterative process,
that involved implementation and testing phases. The design development formulated the code flow
that is described in more detail in the design description section of this report.

4.8.1 Development from Kinect Prototype
At the end of the Winter quarter, a prototype was made that involved pairing a Microsoft Kinect with an
LED strip. The goal of this prototype was to show where obstacles were around the car. This is very
similar to the perception system described previously. From this prototype, we gained some key insights
that had to be present in the final system. These are described in more detail in the following
paragraphs.
When we conducted user testing, there were many users that commented on how it appeared the
objects didn’t line up with their field of view. This is because when we first implemented the prototype,
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we just used a linear mapping that did not actually account for where the obstacles were. This told us in
the final system, the software needs to be able to convert between various reference frames.
Also during testing, users commented on how flashy and unsmooth the LED strip appeared. This told us
two things. One, there needs to be some filtering of the data coming into the system. Second, there
needs to be some smoothing of the final LED strip. This should allow the LEDs to blend together better,
leading to a more ambient display.
This testing basically defined the code flow that would be required for the final system. More detail of
this implementation can be found in the Design Description section.

4.8.2 Implementation Development
One critical aspect of the software implementation of this prototype is speed. The software must be
able to receive data from the vision system, complete the required analysis, and send data to the
ambient display in as little as time as possible. This is because, if there is too much lag between frames,
the smoothness of the display is lost and the disjointed nature of the visual effect can lead to a poor
user experience. The minimum required refresh rate is 10Hz, therefore, the software must have a loop
time of 100ms. Ideally, a refresh rate of 20Hz can be achieved.
In order to meet this time, a BeagleBone Black microprocessor was used complete all the processing
from the vision system. This device is a linux machine and many of the libraries that are used for
interacting with peripheral devices are written in python. Therefore, python was first used to implement
all the required functions. However, after testing the python code, it was determined that code was
running to slow. Python is optimized for convenience and not for speed, and therefore the performance
was not at the level required for our application. A change had to be made since it was taking close to
50ms to complete the vision processing.
The next option was to try and optimize the python code. This lead to cutting the loop time by 1/5,
however, the loop was still taking roughly 10ms to complete. Which when looped in with the other
requirements was too slow. Therefore, a change was made to create a C library that can be called by
python functions. This increased the speed by a factor of 20. A 50us run time was achieved for the vision
processing section of the code. More details about the final code can be found in the Design Description
Section.
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5.0 Design Description
This section covers the exact final design specifications.

5.1 Mechanical Design
1. Ambient Display Part List
Amount
Descriton
3
¼” Light White Acrylic

Measurement
4” x 26”

3

¼” Clear Acrylic

4” x 26”

3

4” x 26”

1

1/16” Light White
Acrylic
¼” Black Acrylic

1

Acrylic Cement

16 oz

1

Block of Modulan

4” x 4” x 23”

1

Foamcore Board

2’ x 4’

1

1.5 yard x 6 yard

1

Roll of black vinyl
faux-leather
Various foam Strips

3

Epoxy tubes

10 oz

1

Tube of fabric glue

24 oz

2’ X 3’

Various

Purpose
Front of ambient
displays
Spacer in ambient
displays
Back of the ambient
display
Edges of ambient
display
Holding ambient
displays together
Buck for bending
front piece
Wizard of oz and
interfacing display
For wizard of oz and
aesthetics
Filling gaps on door
panel
Attaching ambient
display
Attaching the foam to
the leather

1. Panel Layout around Passenger
Drawing representing the approximate location of the three panel sets (with edges marked by the
tangential lines) around the passenger (represented by the circle), overlaid to the interior of the car,
modeled using a Kinect.
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Figure 13: Approximate layout of panels in the vehicle

2. Mechanical Drawings of Panels

Figure 14: Top down view of the front curved section. Curve approximated as constant for modeling purposes.
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Figure 15: Curved dashboard panel as seen from the front

Figure 16: Wall-mounted panel to the left of passenger as seen from the front
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Figure 17: Door-mounted panel to the passenger's right as seen from the front

Figure 18: Side view of panels. From left to right (with left facing the passenger): 1/4" light white acrylic, 1/4" clear acrylic, LED
array (bounded on top and bottom by acrylic frame)

5.2 Electrical System
With the electrical requirements defined (see Requirements and Design Development), the components
needed to be selected.

5.2.1 Display
The chosen display was the Adafruit 8x32 Neopixel panel (see Figure 19).
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Figure 19: Adafruit 8x32 Flexible Neopixel Panel

Table 4 has the specifications.
Specification
LED Columns
LED Rows
Input Voltage
Max Current Draw
Color Depth
Data Protocol
Data Speed
Maximum Refresh Rate
Unit Price

Value
32
8
5V
15.36A Full White (5.12A Single Color)
24-bit RGB
Single Line Serial
800kHz
130.2Hz
$99.95

Table 4: Adafruit 8x32 Neopixel Panel Specifications [4]

By using 6 of these panels, the display will be 2m long which is sufficient to get 180° around the user.
They are flexible, and can achieve a maximum refresh rate of 130Hz. Brightness was tested in full
daylight and users could see the light at maximum brightness, though it was not overpowering.
Further they can be controlled to draw less current if only one color, or a lower brightness mix of color is
used. By choosing a single color, the power consumption of the panels would be 6 panels x 5V x 5A =
150W. With the requirement of being less than 300W, this leaves plenty of headroom for safety, and to
use extra color to be brighter.

5.2.2 Processor
The chosen processor to handle reading data from the sensors and doing the complex filtering is the
BeagleBone Black. It is a 1 GHz ARM development board that can communicate through SPI as well as
RS-485 with the proper cape.
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Figure 20: BeagleBone Black

Specification
Processor
Memory
Storage
Operating Voltage
Features
COM
Unit Price

Value
AM335x 1GHz ARM Cortex-A8
512MB DDR3 RAM
4GB on-board flash
5V
HDMI, Ethernet, Graphics Acceleration
SPI, I2C, USB
$54.95

Table 5: BeagleBone Black Specifications [5]

This development board will run any available operating system for the architecture including Linux. This
processor is more than powerful enough to handle the computations required.
To communicate with the sensors, RS-485 was the preferred protocol as it can be used over long ranges
and noisy environments due to the differential signal. To achieve this functionality the BeagleBone Serial
Cape was used.

Figure 21: BeagleBone Serial Cape [6]

This cape slots onto the BeagleBone Black and provides RS-485 breakout and functionality. It can handle
reading at the LeddarTech’s maximum baud of 115200.
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To output to the LED panels, an Arduino Due was used to achieve a very tight timing on the data lines.
Specification
Processor
Operating Voltage
Digital I/O Pins
Communication
Unit Price

Value
84MHz AT91SAM3X8E
5V
54
Asynchronous Serial, SPI, I2C
$54.95

Table 6: Arduino Due Specifications [7]

The full processing board (including both boards) can be seen in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Processing Board

5.2.3 Power Supply
To power all the chosen devices, as outlined in design development, separate power boards are to be
used for each panel and component. All of the regulators were of the same form as seen in Figure 23.
For each of the 6 LED panels, a 5V, 9A Pololu Step-Down Voltage Regulator was used.
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Figure 23: Switching Voltage Regulator

Specification
Model
Vin
Vout
Max Current
Efficiency
Reverse Voltage Protection
Dimensions
Weight
Unit Price

Value
D24V90F5
5-38V
5V
9A
80-95%
Yes
1.6”x0.8”x0.3”
4.8g
$27.95

Table 7: D24V90F5 5V Regulator Specifications [8]

Specification
Model
Vin
Vout
Max Current
Efficiency
Reverse Voltage Protection
Dimensions
Weight
Unit Price

Value
S18V20F5
3-30V
5V
2A
80-90%
Yes
1.7”x0.825”x0.38”
7.5g
$14.95

Table 8: S18V20F5 5V Regulator Specifications [9]

Specification
Model
Vin
Vout
Max Current
Efficiency
Reverse Voltage Protection

Value
S18V20F12
3-30V
12V
2A
80-90%
Yes
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Dimensions
Weight
Unit Price

1.7”x0.825”x0.38”
7.5g
$14.95

Table 9: S18V20F12 12V Regulator Specifications [10]

The 9A regulators were more than sufficient to drive the LED panels. The 5V and 12V 2 A regulators
powered the processors and the LeddarTech sensors respectively. They 12V regulator also powered the
foot rest motor driver and solenoids.
All regulators were mounted on an acrylic power board, with a cover to isolate the battery input side. A
quick disconnect connector was used to be able to plug and unplug the power board from the battery.
This can be seen in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Power Supply Board

By using switching regulators with a higher efficiency (~80-95%), much less heat is generated. With the
open air design, with the power board mounted in the back, there was no concern of overheating and
burning the regulators. Heat sinking was not required as a result and kept things simple.

5.2.4 Wiring
Wiring was chosen based on ampacity charts. The National Electrical Code (NEC) charts were used. For
the LED panels, a 14 AWG wire was used, as that could handle 20A. This was a bit overkill for the 5A
load, but if the panels for any reason turned fully, 15A could be drawn. It is better to burn the regulators
as those are isolated and won’t start a car fire, while hot cabling might.
The wire from the car batter to the power board was 8 AWG, allowing a maximum of 40A, which is
480W at 12V. This leaves some room if all panels were run at full (450W).
Note that this was overkill, and smaller AWG wires could have been used. Since space was not an issue,
the design had a large factor of safety.
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All other wiring was low power and not critical. Most communication and processor power wire was 22
AWG. The LeddarTech sensors were powered through Cat5 Cable along with their communication.
The system connected to the battery terminal by using ring clamps that were screwed onto the existing
battery clamps. This provided a secure connection that would not come loose. A fuse holder was placed
in line, and a 15A automotive fuse was used on the line to guarantee nothing would damage the car’s
electrical system. The power line itself can carry more current that this so it is properly fused.
The full system wiring diagram is seen in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: Power Block Diagram
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5.3 Vision System Description
As described in the Design Development section, the vision system is the input for the Perception
system. The system is responsible for detecting where objects are around the car. Therefore it needs to
see around the car and be able to sample the environment at a fast enough rate. As described in the
Design Development section, the sensor technology used is an evaluation kit from LeddarTech.

Figure 26: LeddarTech Evaluation Kit Sensor

5.3.1 LeddarTech Sensor
LeddarTech sensors use infrared light to determine the range of obstacles from the sensor lens. The
important specifications for the system can be seen below.
Table 10: LeddarTech Evaluation Kit Specifications [11]

Specification
Beam Width
Beam Height
Range
Power Consumption
Angular Resolution
Accuracy
Sampling Frequency

Value
48°
8°
50m
4W
3°
5cm
100Hz

All specifications of the LeddarTech sensor were within our requirements except the beam width. A
beam width of 48° does not provide of field of view we require, therefore, three of these sensors were
used together. The placement and configuration of these sensors is described in the next section. It
should be noted that the total cost of the vision system is $897, since each LeddarTech sensor costs
$299.
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5.3.2 Sensor Placement
The goal of the placement of the sensors is to provide the most field of view while having the smallest
blind spots. The configuration that was determined to be most effective was to have two sensors
mounted at the rear of the car pointed outwards, and one sensor in the front of the car pointed
forwards. A description of this configuration can be seen below.

Figure 27: Configuration of Leddar Sensors

As can be seen in Figure 27, with this configuration we have a field of view of 96° from the rear of the
car. From the point of view of the passenger, we have the possibility of sensing the full 180° that is
required. There are two small blind spots at the front of the car, but these blind spots turned out to be
irrelevant during testing.

5.3.1 Sensor Communication
The LeddarTech sensors have multiple ways of communication: USB, RS-485, and CAN BUS. For this
application, RS-485 was used as the way to get data from the device. This communication strategy was
chosen since it has support for longer distance applications. Since our LeddarTech sensors were going to
be placed over 1m away from our microprocessor, this was a requirement for us. More details about RS485 communication can be found in the software section of the Design Description.

5.4 Software Description
As stated previously, the main goal of the software was to drive the ambient display as quickly as
possible. The goal was to achieve a refresh rate of 20Hz. There are three main files that went into the
programming. One file was responsible for reading data from the sensors and sending data to the
Arduino Due, this code was written in python and is on the BeagleBone Black. The second piece of code
was a library written in C that was capable of receiving data from the vision system and then building a
frame that was to be sent to the Arduino Due. The final file was responsible for sending pixel data to the
LED matrix, and was programmed on the Arduino Due.

5.4.1 Reading and Sending Data in Python
This piece of code was responsible for receiving data from the three LeddarTech sensors, sending the
data to a function in C, and then sending the result to the Arduino Due. The C function will be described
in a later section. The code flow for this file can be seen below.
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Figure 28: Flowchart for Python Code

The sensor data is read using RS-485 communication. The LeddarTech sensors require a Modbus
protocol to be used for communication. This protocol has a particular message structure when sending
and receiving data to the devices. The data could be read off from the LeddarTech sensors by sending a
read register command. The message protocol for sending a message can be seen below.

Figure 29: Modbus Message Protocol[12]

Modbus protocol also has a specific response protocol. This message is what gets sent from the each
LeddarTech sensor after it receives a Modbus message. The Modbus response format can be seen
below.

Figure 30: Modbus Response Protocol

Each address of the LeddarTech sensor was set manually, and the messages to be sent to the Leddar
devices were established before runtime.
Once three responses were received from each of the Leddar Sensors, the python script would send the
data to a C library that converts the sensor data to a pixel frame to be sent to the Arudino Due.
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The code to send data to an Arduino Due is the last function of the python script. The Arduino Due and
BeagleBone Black communicate via a SPI protocol. The SPI message is sent using the PyBBIO Library. For
complete code can be found in the Appendix.

5.4.2 Building Pixel Frame in C
This part of the code was the most complex software required for this project. Due to its complexity, it
had to be written in C to ensure the runtime was minimal. The goal of this code was to take sensor
frame data and build a pixel frame to send to the Arduino Due. There are many other functions
required, including frame transformations, data filtering, and Gaussian smoothing. A flowchart for this
code can be seen below.

Figure 31: Flowchart of C Library

As can be seen in the flowchart above, there are many parts to this C Library. First, the sensor data had
to be read in from Python and then converted to a string of bytes into a range and angle in the sensor
frame. Once in the sensor frame, based on the known locations of the sensors and the rough estimate of
a passengers head, the 48 range measurements were converted to be in reference to the passenger
frame.
With measurements in the passenger frame, the next major function was to figure out a given range
value for every column. In order to do this, first every angle was associated with a range measure. Then
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every column was associated with an angle. These two lists were combined to associate a range with
every column.
With every column associated with a distance, the next stage is to determine a brightness or LED height
for each column. A non-linear inverse relationship was used to determine brightness. This meant that
objects that were closer were given a full height, and this decreased rapidly as the objects got further
away.
The final stage of the Library is to complete some smoothing and filtering. A Gaussian blur was added to
the pixels which basically sets every pixel to be a weighted sum of all the pixels around it. The filtering
strategy used was to increase the value of each LED proportional to the difference between frames. This
ensured a smoother transition between frames, while the Gaussian blur allowed for a smoother
appearance to each frame.
The complete code for this library can be found in the Appendix.

5.4.3 Sending data to the Ambient Display via Arduino Due
The third and final piece of code is responsible for receiving data from the BeagleBone Black and
sending the data to an Ambient Display. SPI is used to receive data from the BeagleBone Black and the
Due drives each panel simultaneously. The code for this piece of software can be found in the Appendix.
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6.0 Results
6.1 User Feedback
Though we just had a couple days after creating our final version before EXPE, we thought that doing as
many user tests as possible was crucial to our completion of the project. To that end, we took first time
users on rides of about 10 minutes starting at the d.school. After filling out a brief survey, they sat in the
car and were driven on a quick loop, stopping halfway through (on Stanford avenue wherever there was
space in the shade) to ask them their first impressions and then driving them back to Stanford through
the residential area. This route was chosen because it involves faster driving (>30mph) as well as many
stop signs and hills to test the prototype on. The route can be seen in Figure 32.

Figure 32: User Testing Path

6.2 Feedback
We received astoundingly positive feedback from our design. People really appreciated how much the
system felt intuitive and felt like the car was trying to tell them something. Most passengers did not
immediately understand what the ambient display was trying to tell them until after they were told
what it was trying to communicate. In general people found the ambient display a lot more useful and
friendly after that point. People also understood what the explicit display showed but wished that it
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showed more relevant information like navigation or arrival time rather than engine readouts but
understood why this was set aside for future work.
As for the intention communication system, most people found it to be very useful, intuitive and
reassuring. Some even read more information out of it than it provided by inferring that one movement
meant braking while the other meant acceleration when braking and releasing of the brake was the only
piece of information conferred. Most people really found this project very interesting and easy to adapt
to. A few savvier testers even mentioned that because they knew it was not an autonomous vehicle they
couldn’t really imagine what it was like but still appreciated getting some insight into the drivers mind
without having to extensively monitor them. The haptic pre-cuing of intentions was definitely the most
loved aspect of the system as some found the ambient system annoying when it was fluttering and the
explicit display useless. Many suggested that there could be more communicated through the foot but
that it was best saved for future work at that time.
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7.0 Planning
7.1 Reflections and Goals
7.1.1 Achim
Overall, I am very satisfied with the final product and how we got there. We managed to remain as one
team and to work towards one agreed and shared goal even though not everyone was agreeing with
every decision and contributions were not always equally shared at all times. I realized that even though
the exchange of information is very cheap and easy these days, working remotely on a joint project
really is not. It was very helpful to meet in person during spring break and in the final building phase. In
spring, we discussed the final vision and agreed on how we divide tasks. Interestingly, after many hours
of debating both sides agreed to take their “own” ideas that they were already working on separately
before spring further. Thereby we made sure that both contributions are complementary but are still
very separate. That made implementation easier because there were not many interfaces to agree
upon. I think a not modular division of tasks when separated is very difficult to accomplish.
Accordingly, both sides continued to work on their system even when we met at Stanford. It only
became a mixed effort when new tasks like video making, user testing etc. came up. I believe that
helping the other side at this late stage was also almost impossible because both sides had developed
their own expertise. Even though we were updated on their progress and I tried to understand the code
for the LED system and the Leddar sensors (Stanford side) I could not have taken over without
significant time loss and I would not be able to repair their system.
Even though the above mentioned sounds a bit negative and separated I truly enjoyed being together
with the entire team and I can call them friends by now. I would start a new project with them at any
time. It was a very fun and positive experience.

7.1.2 Adam
I have definitely learned a lot from my ME310 experience. One of the major aspects that I did not have a
lot of experience with is working with an international team. This proposed a lot of barriers that we had
to overcome that I have not had to deal with before. These barriers include hosting meetings while on
opposite sides of the world, and coordinating project integration. I believe our team was able to
overcome these barriers well, and it definitely showed in our final prototype. It also helps that our
Global Team was so great and their English speaking ability was perfect.
I believe our ME310 project was a success. Our presentation ran smoothly and during EXPE we received
only positive feedback. The best feeling was when Shad and Jean-Philippe (A HMI designer from
Renault) was so impressed with the prototype they want to continue ME310 again. When he test drove
the car, he didn’t just sit in the car and nod politely, he was genuinely thinking about how this
technology can be altered to better match his view of autonomous technology. To me, that was
justification that we had made a system we could be proud of.
10/10 would take again.

7.1.3 Kornel
The last 9 months have been quite the journey. When we started we had absolutely no idea how this
was going to go. The prompt was so generic, and we didn’t even know what it meant. Even our liaison
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didn’t really know what it meant. Through need-finding, benchmarking, prototyping and lots of user
testing, I think we managed to find a useful solution to a problem that hasn’t even arrived yet.
I also think it has been a great experience to work with our global team, as they were awesome people
and the two teams worked well together and got along. We had great experiences in Norway, bonding
at a remote cabin, as well as at Stanford, bonding over 2am work nights and lack of sleep.
I think this quarter we really improved at delegating the load and utilizing all the skills that our team
possessed. I think when both teams were together, our diverse skill set really helped pull off the
refinement of all of EXPE, being the brochure, poster, prototype, documentation, movie or presentation,
we had someone to cover each and they delivered stunning results.
There were definitely some things that could have been done differently, but we already talked about
them so I’m not going to bother to repeat them here.

7.1.4

Carl

The spring quarter has been very exciting. During the Americans visit in Norway we were able to align
our plans in a way that we would be able to end up with a seamless product that worked together. I
think that process was important to get everybody aboard, and to have a specific goal to work towards.
The group dynamic of the Norwegian team has by my account been more or less impeccable. We were
early in the process of building prototypes for our final concept able to take ownership of different
parts, which made it a lot easier to delegate specific tasks. Jørgen has done a great job this quarter, and
as he probably will tell of, he has been able to utilize a lot of different skills. I really enjoyed this
semester with all its hands-on testing and prototyping.
In the beginning of the quarter didn’t even know if it was a golf cart or a real car. Before this really
became a bottleneck for us, our Stanford team received the Infinity and we would be able to design
more specifically towards that vehicle. But having an out-of-scale 3D scan and hand measurements
definitely made it harder to design than having the car, and this held us somewhat back the last two
weeks before arriving Stanford.
We were very grateful for arriving the US early. Few other international teams had arrived, and this gave
us the time and space to refine our prototypes through 5 iterations. I really enjoyed these weeks both in
terms of the work that was done, and how the whole team worked together. We helped each other out,
and I think all 8 of us can confidently say that we ended up with a satisfying product. Thanks for an
awesome experience filled with learning, both academically and socially!

7.1.5 Caroline
While there were some difficulties this quarter, and occasional concerns over getting things done, I think
those only came from the technical difficulties our group experience with the car (first getting it, then
the delays due to battery and taking it into the repair shop) than with anything due to the team. I feel
this quarter the team learned from mistakes last fall and winter about balancing workload, made easier
now that things were no longer on a mainly mechatronic and rapid prototyping theme. We’d also
learned more about how the others worked on a personal level, which made collaboration a great deal
easier. Some of the project specifics, such as the car used for EXPE, would have been better if both
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teams were working off the same basis (the car used by the NTNU team was different than the car at
Stanford, resulting in rapid changes needing to be made the two weeks before EXPE).
Overall, a great quarter and a really successful project.

7.1.6 Matilde
The multidisciplinary challenge
When looking back at the past 9 months several learning comes to my mind. First of all it has been
interesting to work in such a diverse and international team. We have had; 8 different nationalities; 2
remote work locations; 6 different fields of backgrounds; 2 females and 6 males and an age-difference
of 8 years. This has been beneficial as well as challenging. I personally value working in multidisciplinary
teams, but I think our group could have been strengthened if we in the beginning of the collaboration
have had introduced some key principles that must be present in order to have the most effective
multidisciplinary team. These principles mainly touch upon:
1. Understanding the key competencies of the other teammates
2. Acknowledging the competencies of the other teammates.
3. Basic discussion on what is a good teammate concerning expectations, work division, discipline
etc.
Even though our project turned out very satisfying I do not feel like this has been the perfect teamwork.
I have been working in groups like this one several times before and actually I fell kind of disappointed
that I did not manage to take the learning from previous experience into our team. With the ambition of
in the future to lead and facilitate development projects in the Early Stages of Product development I
guess I still have room for improvement . Still I feel that the lack of pre-assigned roles in our team
prevented any of us to take any leading roles since it in a way disturbed the initial group dynamic.
How to turn people into naturally born prototypers?
From my PhD. perspective with the focus on Rapid Prototyping in the Early Fuzzy Front End I must say
that ME310 has been very valuable. My focus is to understand the process and role of prototyping in
this phase of product development including focus on material usage to actual teaching people to
prototype in the Stanford-way. At the moment I am writing a paper on a corresponding European course
called Challenge Based Innovation (CBI). It is a collaboration between 8 universities and CERN in Genève.
Even after being told to prototype from the beginning of the course the students have a hard time
actually doing so and in the end only a few of the groups ends up with final fully working prototype.
Since it is my believe that prototyping from day 1 increase the possibility of developing something new
and radical it would be interesting to find the key differences between ME310 and a course like CBI in
order to learn what makes people comfortable in prototyping.
The ME310 process vs. product development in companies
At EXPE I talked to many representatives of different companies and these discussion made me realize
the interesting difference between the ME310 development process and present development
processes in companies to day. Our system was mainly evaluated by the final user-experience, which
included several user-tests and hereafter refinements. In industry there are many more constraints and
power relations pulling products in different directions. One could argue that these circumstances is
exactly what makes it so hard for big companies to develop radical innovations. In prolonging to the
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previous section I think it could not only be interesting to investigate how people adapt the user-centred
prototyping, but also how big organizations learn to as well.
With these three abovementioned reflections I would like to end. I believe that the learning from ME310
have not only concerned the actual development project and process, but with new connections and
insights have inspired me to new research opportunities and collaborations as well. I hereby fell that I
can agree to the previous ME310’ers when asking them about the course beforehand and their answer
was: “Do it – it is a course like no other”.

7.1.7 Jorgen
Working as part of an international team as large and diverse as this team has proven to be both
challenging at times, but also highly rewarding. This is by far the biggest course I have participated, and I
would like to share some of my insights on working within our team.
I was well aware that working across different time-zones would be a challenge, as scheduling team
meetings and other activities is hard when half of the team is 9 hours behind the others, but I think we
managed to find some hours that were comfortable enough for both parties. For future reference, I
would like to note that while a nine hour time difference is a lot, the fact that our Stanford counterparts
were nocturnal workers should probably have been made dear before deciding to do 8 a.m. meetings in
California…
I would like to stress that it would have been nice to have more guidance in Norway, as I think that the
four of us at NTNU felt slightly lost in the design process at times. That said, I think we have done a good
job in managing the challenges related to remote collaboration.
The Team Renault team dynamic has been interesting. I think we possess a nice mix of soft and hard
skills, and though our personalities vary, we have managed to bring home something with real potential.
We could have been better at our decision-making processes, as we have used a lot of time and energy
on these, but I think we eventually made an important convergence in March (during the Stanford
team’s stay in Norway).
Finally, I would like to say that I am pleased with the final prototype and product. I think we have found
a real potential in our system, and I think that we have brought it home in a real, working and convincing
way.

7.1.8 Jacob
I found this project to be a definite challenge, though an appreciated challenge. I really enjoyed working
with both the international and local team on the project. Though it got frustrating at the end, I learned
more about teamwork through this project than anything since my experience on the football team.
One of the most important things that I learned from this project was that I need to be explicit with the
position that projects hold in my life much earlier in the project, even if it runs contrary to the other
members of the group. Then I need to find a way to bridge that gap more effectively. I also learned that I
need to be more proactive in the prototyping phase. I really enjoyed the project overall and am very
proud to have been a part of this team.
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7.2 Planning
Important Milestones / Turning Points
We had a very nice plan when the quarter started out, but it was almost immediately upended by
manufacturing, shipping, and auto repair challenges; however, we ultimately did get the car back once it
had been purged of diesel and resolved the other challenges as quickly as we could. We made the
Penultimate milestone, though, and were able to actually get genuine feedback from real users before
our presentation that validated our claims about our design. In the days leading up to Penultimate
Review we made rapid strides in the mounting and final production of both the perception and intention
system. The most important milestone was that installation in the car as it allowed us to see and iterate
on that second-to-last prototype we had made, to make necessary changes before EXPE.
Working with our Global Partners
The collaboration in both directions went phenomenally well. Both teams seem to appreciate the
other’s work ethic and desire to make the project great. There was a great feeling of mutual respect
from both sides. Everyone always seemed just as interested to see what others would say as they were
to say something. While this tendency seemed to make discussions take longer but nearly always let to a
consensus. All in all both teams seemed to communicate openly and honestly with the project always
the first concern and egos much further down the line.
Performance in Terms of Schedule
Considering the difficulties with the car and the delays in getting the LEDDAR system delivered we did
decently, though it would have been much more expedient to have the car earlier to experiment with.
Our Part X that was originally due week two was delayed until week seven due to manufacturing
difficulties with 3D printing and a change of manufacturing plans late in the quarter. The PRL’s new
Ultimaker 3D printer, while capable of great accuracy, found great difficulty in completing our parts
which necessitated a rapid change to a less elegant but ultimately more efficient manufacturing process.
The simple approach of just gluing the entire ambient display together made for a simplified
manufacturing process. This change actually ended up producing a more robust and more beautiful final
product.
There was also an issue with international shipping of the first LEDDAR system due to their limited
shipping capabilities. The slow shipping of the system combined with a documentation error in their
data sheets caused a major delay in the testing of the perception system.
We additionally continued our streak of bad luck with our car this quarter even after eventually getting
the car, as a gas station mix-up resulted in our car requiring over a week to be repaired. Because of
these delays it was difficult to test the ambient display system until week nine. Luckily, our international
team was able to take full advantage for the time allowed and showed up ready to work. This renewed
burst of energy was invaluable to the project as it helped push us through to the completion of our
project.
Given all the setbacks I believe that the team responded phenomenally well and rallied together
to complete the project.
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7.3 Budget
Our budget was originally planned with around $1,000 worth of breathing room. This allowed us great
freedom towards the end of our project to focus on making our project as complete as possible without
being too concerned about getting the functionality within budget. Due to a few unintended expenses
(constructing the footrest for our global team and extending the plan for the booth) we came in very
close to our total budget but still within the allotted funds. Below is our budget for spring quarter.

Renault

Purchaser

Budget Monitor: Katie

Date

Vendor Name

Description of Expense

Amount
Incl Sales
Tax

Dash covers for Adam's car because
we did not have a car to test in at the
Caroline Flowers 4/9/2015 AutoAnything.com time $126.02 (Refunded)
NA
P-Card

4/14/201
5 adafruit

Display for perception system

$463.50

P-Card

4/16/201
5 Leddar Tech

Detiction component of perception
system

$187.58

4/17/201
Caroline Flowers
5 TAP Plastics

Prototyping Acrylic

$9.79

P-Card

4/22/201
5 adafruit

?

$223.09

P-Card

4/22/201
5 Wheel Works

Battery to replace faulty one

$150.49

P-Card

4/22/201
5 Vallero

Gas $55.57 (Refunded)

Adam
Caroline Flowers
Adam
Adam Craig

Various

Gas Stations

4/22/201
5 TAP Plastics

Mileage for his Car

$90.30

Acrylic for final system

$48.97

TOW TRUCK REIMB
4/23/201
5 Jameco

NA

$100.00 NA
BeagleBoneBlack

$59.90
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Adam Craig

4/24/201
5 Logic Supply

BeagleBone Serial Capes

P-Card

4/24/201
5 Pololu

Various Electrical Components

Caronline
Flowers

4/28/201
5 TAP Plastics

Plastic for prototyping

$15.50

Adam Craig

4/29/201
5 Home Depot

Wire for final model

$44.19

Adam Craig

4/29/201
5 Home Depot

Wire for final model

$20.14

$60.71
$200.55

4/30/201
Kornel Niedziela
5 Digi-Key

Electrical Components

Jacob Gowan

Multiple 3D Prints

$15.00

Kornel Niedziela 5/4/2015 Digi-Key

Electrical Components

$32.66

P-Card

5/6/2015 ColorFabb

Black Filament

P-Card

5/7/2015 Nissan Dealership Oil change

5/2/2015 Stanford PRL

$117.64

$179.06
$32.08

Kornel Niedziela 5/7/2015 Menlo Park Beacon Premium Gasoline

$30.72

Caroline Flowers 5/9/2015 TAP Plastics

Final construction

$48.84

Modulan, duron, and sanpaper

$60.00

5/13/201
Kornel Niedziela
5 Ace Hardware

Fateners for electrical system

$11.82

5/13/201
Caroline Flowers
5 Joann

Leather and Velcro

$33.25

5/13/201
5 TAP Plastics

Acrylic prototyping

$56.08

5/14/201
Caroline Flowers
5 TAP Plastics

Acrylic prototyping

$14.88

5/15/201
5 TAP Plastics

Acrylic prototyping

$72.97

Jacob Gowan

Caroline Flowers

Caroline Flowers

5/12/201
5 Stanford PRL
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Adam Craig

5/15/201
5 Leddartech inc

Remaining 2 leddar components

$598.00

Adam Craig

5/16/201
5 Fedex

Remaining 2 leddar shipping

$122.73

5/18/201
Kornel Niedziela
5 Fry's
P-Card

5/18/201
5 Apple

Mounts for leddar

$36.91

iPad for explicit display

$415.16

5/18/201
Caroline Flowers
5 TAP Plastics

Acrylic for final project

$45.57

5/19/201
Caroline Flowers
5 TAP Plastics

Acrylic for final project

$90.34

5/19/201
Kornel Niedziela
5 Frys

Wire and mounts for the Leddar

$72.98

5/19/201
Kornel Niedziela
5 Menlo Park Beacon Premium Gasoline

$71.27

Adam Craig

5/20/201
5 Frys

Wire and mounts for the Leddar

$66.90

Jacob Gowan

5/21/201
5 Joann

Final Construction

$45.65

Jacob Gowan

5/21/201
5 TAP Plastics

Final Construction

$121.16

5/23/201
Caroline Flowers
5 House of Foam

Layout Prototyping

$22.84

5/23/201
Caroline Flowers
5 Ace

Layout Prototyping

$20.10

Duron

$56.00

Glue for final Project

$21.73

Extra emergency project

$19.06

Jacob Gowan

5/23/201
5 Stanford PRL

5/25/201
Caroline Flowers
5 Joann
Caroline Flowers

5/25/201
5 TAP Plastics
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Jacob Gowan

5/27/201
5 RUSTWORKS

Water jet cutting the footrest

Adam Craig

5/28/201
5 Joann

More faux leather

Adam Craig

5/28/201
5 Jameco

Replacing BeagleBoneBlack and extra

Adam Craig

5/28/201
5 Logic Supply

Beaagle Bone Serial Caps

$95.58

Adam Craig

5/29/201
5 Amazon

Cable for iPad

$39.97

Jacob Gowan

5/29/201
5 Walmart

Epoxy and various glues

$18.43

Kornel Niedziela

5/30/201
5 Frys

Tubing and batter supply for ipad

$31.53

Gasoline for car

$46.05

OBD2 Port for iPad

$34.97

5/31/201
Kornel Niedziela
5 Frys

Sugru

$26.08

Kornel Niedziela 6/1/2015 Frys

Walkie talkies for filming

$35.09

Kornel Niedziela 6/1/2015 Vallero

Gasoline for car

$58.81

Caroline Flowers 6/2/2015 Home Depot

tarp, duct tape

$168.31

Caroline Flowers 6/2/2015 Joann

Fabric and leather for project

$234.36

5/30/201
Kornel Niedziela
5 Vallero
Kornel Niedziela

5/30/201
5 Amazon

$348.00

$31.65
$179.64

Adam Craig

Various Gas
6/3/2015 Stations

231.2 Miles of driving

$115.60

Jacob Gowan

6/3/2015 Copy America

Poster for presentation

$137.03

Through John

6/3/2015

Stantion Rentals

$59.40

Total $5,766.61
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Rollover balance from Winter AY1415
$1,742.91
Spring Allocation $5,742.91
Available Balance

$0.00
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8.0 Resources
We were lucky to have a vast wealth of sources for materials and manufacturing in our area.

8.1 Components
Jameco Electronics – Electrical Components
1355 Shoreway Road
Belmont, CA 94002
Jameco.com
SparkFun.com – Electrical Components
6333 Dry Creek Parkway
Niwot, CO 80503
Sparkfun.com

8.2 Material Suppliers
Alan Steel – Steel, Aluminum
505 E Bayshore Road
Redwood City, CA 94063
Aluminum REM – Recycled Aluminum
3185 De La Cruz Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Joann’s Fabrics
San Antonio Shopping Center, 435 San Antonio Rd
Mountain View, CA
(650) 948-5300
Stanford PRL – Assorted Materials
447 Santa Teresa Street
Stanford, CA 94305
productrealization.stanford.edu
TAP Plastics – Plastics
312 Castro Street
Mountain View, CA 94041
tapplastics.com

8.3 Other Systems
Amazon – Various Other Items
amazon.com
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Microsoft Store – Kinect
microsoftstore.com
SurveyMonkey – Used to create and track user surveys
Surveymonkey.com
Walmart – Various Other Items
600 Showers Drive
Mountain View, CA 94040

8.4 Experts
Shad Laws – Renault
Work: Engineer
shad.laws@renault.com
Wendy Ju – CDR
Work: Executive Director, Interaction Design Research & Associate Professor
wendyju@stanford.edu
Chris Gerdes – DDL
Work: Lab Director, Dynamic Design Lab & Professor in Mechanical Engineering
cgerdes@stanford.edu
Sven Beiker - CARS
Work: Executive Director, Center for Automotive Research at Stanford
sven@svenbeiker.com
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Appendix A – Project Prompt
The project prompt submitted to ME310 by Shad Laws on behalf of Renault can be seen below.
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Appendix B – Design Description Code
Python Script
Below is the code for the python script that communicates to the LeddarTech Sensors and then sends
the frame data to the Arduino Due.
######################## INCLUDE FILES ######################################
import bbio, time, random, math, serial, fcntl, struct
from Adafruit_BBIO.SPI import SPI
from bbio import *
import fastN

##################### CODE TO SETUP RS-485 INTERFACE #######################
ser = serial.Serial(
port='/dev/ttyO4',
baudrate=115200,
timeout=1,
parity=serial.PARITY_NONE,
stopbits=serial.STOPBITS_ONE,
bytesize=serial.EIGHTBITS
)
# Standard Linux RS485 ioctl:
TIOCSRS485 = 0x542F
# define serial_rs485 struct per Michael Musset's patch that adds gpio RE/DE
# control:
# (https://github.com/RobertCNelson/bb-kernel/blob/am33xv3.8/patches/fixes/0007-omap-RS485-support-by-Michael-Musset.patch#L30)
SER_RS485_ENABLED
= (1 << 0)
SER_RS485_RTS_ON_SEND
= (1 << 1)
SER_RS485_RTS_AFTER_SEND = (1 << 2)
SER_RS485_RTS_BEFORE_SEND = (1 << 3)
SER_RS485_USE_GPIO
= (1 << 5)
# Enable RS485 mode using a GPIO pin to control RE/DE:
RS485_FLAGS = SER_RS485_ENABLED | SER_RS485_USE_GPIO
# With this configuration the GPIO pin will be high when transmitting and low
# when not
# If SER_RS485_RTS_ON_SEND and SER_RS485_RTS_AFTER_SEND flags are included
the
# RE/DE signal will be inverted, i.e. low while transmitting
# The GPIO pin to use, using the Kernel numbering:
RS485_RTS_GPIO_PIN = 48 # GPIO1_16 -> GPIO(1)_(16) = (1)*32+(16) = 48
# Pack the config into 8 consecutive unsigned 32-bit values:
# (per struct serial_rs485 in patched serial.h)
serial_rs485 = struct.pack('IIIIIIII',
RS485_FLAGS,
# config flags
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0,
# delay in us before send
0,
# delay in us after send
RS485_RTS_GPIO_PIN, # the pin number used for

DE/RE
0, 0, 0, 0

# padding - space for more

values
)
# Apply the ioctl to the open ttyO4 file descriptor:
fd=ser.fileno()
fcntl.ioctl(fd, TIOCSRS485, serial_rs485)
# Send some bytes:
# GPIO1_16 should be low here
time.sleep(1)
############################# SET UP FOR PROJECT DEMO
#########################
DEBUG = 0
# Variable to toggle debug output
WELCOME_SCREEN = 0
first_loop = 0
MAX_BRIGHTNESS = 100
object_present = 0
pot1 = AIN3
val1 = 0
pre_val1 = 0
data1 = " "
data2 = " "
data3 = " "
data4 = " "
data5 = " "
data6 = " "
data7 = " "
data8 = " "
data9 = " "
data10 = " "
output = ['010400100010F003','020400100010F030','030400100010F1E1'] #Output
message code for MODBUS protocol
#output = ['010400100010F003','010400100010F003','010400100010F003']
#Output message code for MODBUS protocol
ser.open()

#Open serial port for RS-485

pinMode(GPIO1_17, INPUT)
pinMode(GPIO1_18, OUTPUT)

#Set pin for Slave Ready to input
#Set pin for Uno out to output

###################### GLOBAL VARIABLES
#######################################
frame1 = [0 for x in range(0,768)] #stores half the data for the brightness
for each LED
frame2 = [0 for x in range(0,768)] #stores half the data for the brightness
for each LED
frame3 = [0 for x in range(0,3)] #stores the colour selection
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########################## SET UP SPI #####################################
#Commands to open and set SPI properly
spi = SPI(1,0)
spi.open(1,0)
spi.msh = 8000000
spi.bpw = 8
spi.mode = 0
delay(250)
########################## RESET DUE
###########################################
pinMode(GPIO0_20, OUTPUT)
#Set pin for Due Reset to Output
digitalWrite(GPIO0_20,LOW)
delay(250)
digitalWrite(GPIO0_20,HIGH)
####################### MAKE SURE DUE IS AWAKE #############################
delay(10000)
while (digitalRead(GPIO1_17) == 1): #Wait for Due to be ready
end = 1
####################### OUTPUT SETUP IS DONE #############################
if DEBUG == 1:
print "SETUP COMPLETE - Project Demo 10"
######################## BUILD COLOR FRAME ################################
frame3[0] = 100
frame3[1] = 70
frame3[2] = 0
######################## MAIN LOOP
############################################
runtime = micros()
loop_time = micros()
while True:
if DEBUG == 1:
print "Start Loop"
################## GET DATA FROM SENSOR ############################
ser.write(output[0].decode("hex")) # Write first output message
if DEBUG == 1:
print "Wrote To 1"
if first_loop == 0:
first_loop = 1
else:
###################### SEND DATA TO DUE ##############################
delay(5)
while (digitalRead(GPIO1_17) == 1): #Wait for Due to be ready
end = 1
if DEBUG == 1:
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print "Wait for Due"
delay(5)
#send data in two lists since 1536 bytes is over 1024 limit
spi.writebytes(frame3)
spi.writebytes(frame1)
spi.writebytes(frame2)
if DEBUG == 1:
print "Output to Due"

# Wait for sensor one to send back full message
while(ser.inWaiting() < 37):
nByte = 1
#delay before sending out message 2
delay(3)
ser.write(output[1].decode("hex"))
if DEBUG == 1:
print "Wrote to 2"
# read in first message from Leddar 1
data = ser.read(37)
#################### READ POT FOR BRIGHTNESS ######################
val1 = analogRead(pot1)
if (abs(val1-pre_val1) > 180):
pre_val1 = val1
else:
val1 = pre_val1
if DEBUG == 1:
print "Read 1"
# Wait for Leddar 2 to send back full message
while(ser.inWaiting() < 37):
nByte = 1
#delay before sending out message 3
delay(3)
ser.write(output[2].decode("hex"))
if DEBUG == 1:
print "Write to 3"
# Read in message from leddar 2
data = data + ser.read(37);
if DEBUG == 1:
print "Read 2"
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#Wait for full message from Leddar 3
while(ser.inWaiting() < 37):
nByte = 1
# read in full message from Leddar 3
data = data + ser.read(37)
if DEBUG == 1:
print "Rea 3"
#################### BUILD FRAME VIA C #################################
if first_loop == 1:
first_loop = 2
data1 = data
data2 = data
data3 = data
data4 = data
data5 = data
else:
data5 = data4
data4 = data3
data3 = data2
data2 = data1
data1 = data
(frame1, frame2, object_present) =
fastN.fastN(str(data1.encode("hex")),str(data2.encode("hex")),str(data3.encod
e("hex")),str(data4.encode("hex")),str(data5.encode("hex")),frame1,frame2,val
1)
pre_data = data
if DEBUG == 1:
print "Build Frame"
if object_present == 1:
digitalWrite(GPIO1_18,HIGH)
#print "print"
else:
digitalWrite(GPIO1_18,LOW)
#print "BUILD FRAME TIME: " + str(frame_end - frame_start)
#print "LOOP TIME: " + str(micros() - loop_time)
#loop_time = micros()
#print "End Loop"
# If it has been running for a minute, stop code
#if micros() - runtime > 1000000*60*1:
# break
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C Library
Below is the code for the C Library that converts sensor data into a pixel frame.
#include <Python.h>
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// PSEUDO GLOBAL VARIABLES
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
#define MIN_BRIGHTNESS 30 //Min Brighteness of Centre LEDs
#define MAX_RANGE 30 //Max Range (where MIN_BRIGHTNESS occurs)
#define NUM_LEDDARS 3 //Number of Leddar sensros
#define RESOLUTION 16 //Resolution of single Leddar
#define CHARS_PER_REG 4 //Number of characters per register
#define NUM_REGISTERS 48 //Total number of registers
#define NUM_COLS 192 //Number of Columns
#define NUM_ROWS 8 //Number of Rows
#define HALF_ROWS 4 //Half the number of rows
#define COLS_PER_PANEL 32 //Number of Columns Per Panel
#define NUM_PANELS 6 //Number of panels
#define FRAME_SIZE 1536 //Frame size
#define HALF_FRAME_SIZE 768 //Size of half the frame
#define BRAKE_THRESHOLD 5 //Threshold for braking
#define SERIAL_PRINTS 0//Debug variable
/* This is the function called by the python script, it takes in the data
from
the sensor and processes it to build a pixel frame that is structured by LED
number. This includes transformations, blurring, and filtering.*/
static PyObject *fastN(PyObject *self, PyObject *args) {
// These python objects needed to send back the half frames
PyObject* obj1;
PyObject* obj2;
int p_Frame1[HALF_FRAME_SIZE] = {0};
int p_Frame2[HALF_FRAME_SIZE] = {0};
int x, y, z, a; //variables for looping through string

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// GET DATA FROM PYTHON
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int bright;
char *s1; //string used to store data from python
char *s2; //string used to store the previous data from python script
char *s3;
char *s4;
char *s5;
double s_depths1[RESOLUTION] = {0}; //array to hold the data from sensor
1 [sensor frame]
double s_depths2[RESOLUTION] = {0}; //array to hold the data from sensor
2 [sensor frame]
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double s_depths3[RESOLUTION] = {0}; //array to hold the data from sensor
3 [sensor frame]
double s_angles1[RESOLUTION] = {22.5, 19.5, 16.5, 13.5, 10.5, 7.5, 4.5,
1.5, -1.5, -4.5, -7.5, -10.5, -13.5, -16.5, -19.5, -22.5}; //array to hold
the angles for sensor 1 [sensor frame]
double s_angles2[RESOLUTION] = {22.5, 19.5, 16.5, 13.5, 10.5, 7.5, 4.5,
1.5, -1.5, -4.5, -7.5, -10.5, -13.5, -16.5, -19.5, -22.5}; //array to hold
the angles for sensor 2 [sensor frame]
double s_angles3[RESOLUTION] = {22.5, 19.5, 16.5, 13.5, 10.5, 7.5, 4.5,
1.5, -1.5, -4.5, -7.5, -10.5, -13.5, -16.5, -19.5, -22.5}; //array to hold
the angles for sensor 3 [sensor frame]
//This function pulls in the python objects and stores them in the
pointers
//seen below.
if (!PyArg_ParseTuple(args, "sssssOOi", &s1, &s2, &s3, &s4, &s5, &obj1,
&obj2, &bright)){
return NULL;
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// GEET PREVIOUS FRAME DATA
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for (x = 0; x < HALF_FRAME_SIZE; x++)
{
p_Frame1[x] = (int)PyInt_AsLong(PySequence_GetItem(obj1,x));
p_Frame2[x] = (int)PyInt_AsLong(PySequence_GetItem(obj2,x));
if (SERIAL_PRINTS == 1)
{
printf("index: %i, pF1 = %i, pF2 =
%i\n",x,p_Frame1[x],p_Frame2[x]);
}
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// SET MAX BRIGHTNESS BASED ON POTENTIOMETER
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int MAX_BRIGHTNESS = (bright/1800.0)*255;
if (MAX_BRIGHTNESS < 15)
{
MAX_BRIGHTNESS = 15;
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// TRANSLATE DATA STRING INTO DEPTHS [m] [SENSOR FRAME]
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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previous
previous
previous
previous

data
data
data
data

//printf("Current string: "); printf(s); printf("\n");
for (y = 0; y < NUM_LEDDARS; y++)
{
nReg = 0;
for (x = 0; x < RESOLUTION; x++)
{
for (z = 0; z < CHARS_PER_REG; z++)
{
//Loop through every register and build a 4 character hex
value
build_val1[z] =
s1[y*RESOLUTION*CHARS_PER_REG+x*CHARS_PER_REG+6*(y+1)+y*4+z];
build_val2[z] =
s2[y*RESOLUTION*CHARS_PER_REG+x*CHARS_PER_REG+6*(y+1)+y*4+z];
build_val3[z] =
s3[y*RESOLUTION*CHARS_PER_REG+x*CHARS_PER_REG+6*(y+1)+y*4+z];
build_val4[z] =
s4[y*RESOLUTION*CHARS_PER_REG+x*CHARS_PER_REG+6*(y+1)+y*4+z];
build_val5[z] =
s5[y*RESOLUTION*CHARS_PER_REG+x*CHARS_PER_REG+6*(y+1)+y*4+z];
}
//convert this hex character into a double value
if (y==0) {
// s_depths1[nReg] =
((strtol(build_val1,NULL,16))+(strtol(build_val2,NULL,16))+(strtol(build_val3
,NULL,16))+(strtol(build_val4,NULL,16))+(strtol(build_val5,NULL,16)))/(5.0*10
0.0);
s_depths1[nReg] = (strtol(build_val1,NULL,16))/100.0;
if (s_depths1[nReg] == 0 || s_depths1[nReg] > MAX_RANGE)
{
s_depths1[nReg] = MAX_RANGE + 10;
}
if (SERIAL_PRINTS == 1)
{
printf("Depth, sensor: %i, register: %i, depth:
%f\n",1,nReg,s_depths1[nReg]);
}
} else if (y == 1) {
//s_depths2[nReg] =
((strtol(build_val1,NULL,16))+(strtol(build_val2,NULL,16))+(strtol(build_val3
,NULL,16))+(strtol(build_val4,NULL,16))+(strtol(build_val5,NULL,16)))/(5.0*10
0.0);
s_depths2[nReg] = (strtol(build_val1,NULL,16))/100.0;
if (s_depths2[nReg] == 0 || s_depths2[nReg] > MAX_RANGE)
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{
s_depths2[nReg] = MAX_RANGE + 10;
}
if (SERIAL_PRINTS == 1)
{
printf("Depth, sensor: %i, register: %i, depth:
%f\n",2,nReg,s_depths2[nReg]);
}
} else {
//s_depths3[nReg] =
((strtol(build_val1,NULL,16))+(strtol(build_val2,NULL,16))+(strtol(build_val3
,NULL,16))+(strtol(build_val4,NULL,16))+(strtol(build_val5,NULL,16)))/(5.0*10
0.0);
s_depths3[nReg] = (strtol(build_val1,NULL,16))/100.0;
if (s_depths3[nReg] == 0 || s_depths3[nReg] > MAX_RANGE)
{
s_depths3[nReg] = MAX_RANGE + 10;
}
if (SERIAL_PRINTS == 1)
{
printf("Depth, sensor: %i, register: %i, depth:
%f\n",3,nReg,s_depths3[nReg]);
}
}
nReg = nReg + 1; //increment register number
}
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CHECK THROUGH AND FILTER OUT "BAD" ANGLES
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int dif_thres = 5;
for (x = 1; x < (RESOLUTION-1); x++)
{
if (abs(s_depths1[x]-s_depths1[x-1]) > dif_thres && abs(s_depths1[x]s_depths1[x+1]) > dif_thres)
{
s_depths1[x] = (s_depths1[x-1]+s_depths1[x+1])/2.0;
}
if (abs(s_depths2[x]-s_depths2[x-1]) > dif_thres && abs(s_depths2[x]s_depths2[x+1]) > dif_thres)
{
s_depths2[x] = (s_depths2[x-1]+s_depths2[x+1])/2.0;
}
if (abs(s_depths3[x]-s_depths3[x-1]) > dif_thres && abs(s_depths3[x]s_depths3[x+1]) > dif_thres)
{
s_depths3[x] = (s_depths3[x-1]+s_depths3[x+1])/2.0;
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}
}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// TRANSFORM SENSOR ANGLES AND DEPTHS INTO PASSENGER FRAME
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// NEED ANGLE AND LOCATION PARAMETERS FOR SENSORS [PASSENGER FRAME]
double s1_x = -((75+3/8.0)/2.0+15.5)*25.4/1000.0; //x [m]
double s1_y = -49*25.4/1000.0; //y [m]
double s1_t = 90+21; //theta [degrees]
double s2_x = -15.5*25.4/1000.0; //x [m]
double s2_y = (53+3/8.0)*25.4/1000.0; //y [m]
double s2_t = 90; //theta [radians]
double s3_x = ((75+3/8.0)/2.0-15.5)*25.4/1000.0; //x [m]
double s3_y = -49*25.4/1000.0; //y [m]
double s3_t = 90-21; //theta [degrees]
// NEED ANGLE
/*double s1_x
double s1_y =
double s1_t =

AND LOCATION PARAMETERS FOR SENSORS [PASSENGER FRAME]
= 0; //x [m]
0; //y [m]
90; //theta [degrees]

double s2_x = 0; //x [m]
double s2_y = 0; //y [m]
double s2_t = 90; //theta [radians]
double s3_x = 0; //x [m]
double s3_y = 0; //y [m]
double s3_t = 90; //theta [degrees]*/
// Arrays for x and y of each sensor datum in passenger frame
double p_x1[RESOLUTION] = {0}; //[m]
double p_y1[RESOLUTION] = {0}; //[m]
double p_x2[RESOLUTION] = {0}; //[m]
double p_y2[RESOLUTION] = {0}; //[m]
double p_x3[RESOLUTION] = {0}; //[m]
double p_y3[RESOLUTION] = {0}; //[m]
//Arrays for depth and angles in passenger frame
double p_depths1[RESOLUTION] = {0}; // [m]
double p_depths2[RESOLUTION] = {0}; // [m]
double p_depths3[RESOLUTION] = {0}; // [m]
double p_angles1[RESOLUTION] = {0}; // [deg]
double p_angles2[RESOLUTION] = {0}; // [deg]
double p_angles3[RESOLUTION] = {0}; // [deg]
for (x = 0; x < RESOLUTION; x++)
{
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//calculate x and y of objects in passenger frame
p_x1[x] = s_depths1[x]*cos((s_angles1[x]+s1_t)*3.14159/180.0) +
s1_x;
p_y1[x] = s_depths1[x]*sin((s_angles1[x]+s1_t)*3.15159/180.0) +
s1_y;
p_x2[x] = s_depths2[x]*cos((s_angles2[x]+s2_t)*3.14159/180.0) +
s2_x;
p_y2[x] = s_depths2[x]*sin((s_angles2[x]+s2_t)*3.15159/180.0) +
s2_y;
p_x3[x] = s_depths3[x]*cos((s_angles3[x]+s3_t)*3.14159/180.0) +
s3_x;
p_y3[x] = s_depths3[x]*sin((s_angles3[x]+s3_t)*3.15159/180.0) +
s3_y;
//calculate theta and
p_depths1[x] = sqrt(p_x1[x]*p_x1[x] + p_y1[x]*p_y1[x]);
p_angles1[x] = atan2(p_y1[x],p_x1[x])*180.0/3.14159;
p_depths2[x] = sqrt(p_x2[x]*p_x2[x] + p_y2[x]*p_y2[x]);
p_angles2[x] = atan2(p_y2[x],p_x2[x])*180.0/3.14159;
p_depths3[x] = sqrt(p_x3[x]*p_x3[x] + p_y3[x]*p_y3[x]);
p_angles3[x] = atan2(p_y3[x],p_x3[x])*180.0/3.14159;
if (SERIAL_PRINTS == 1)
{
printf("Sensor: 1, Reg: %x, Depth: %f, angle:
%f\n",x,p_depths1[x],p_angles1[x]);
printf("Sensor: 2, Reg: %x, Depth: %f, angle:
%f\n",x,p_depths2[x],p_angles2[x]);
printf("Sensor: 3, Reg: %x, Depth: %f, angle:
%f\n",x,p_depths3[x],p_angles3[x]);
}
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// BUILD SORTED LIST OF ANGLES AND ASSOCIATED DEPTHS
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
double depths[48] = {0}; //array to hold sorted by angle depths
int angles[48] = {0}; //array to hold sorted by angle, angles
double cur_min_angle[3] = {361, 361, 361}; //array to hold the current
min angles
int cur_min_angle_i[3] = {0, 0, 0}; //array to hold the current index
angles
double min_angle = MAX_RANGE; //current min_angle of three minimums
int num_min = 0; //which leddar the min angle comes from
//Make sure angles are 0 to 360
for (y = 0; y < RESOLUTION; y++)
{
if (p_angles1[y] < 0)
{
p_angles1[y] = 360+p_angles1[y];
}
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{
p_angles2[y]
}
if (p_angles3[y]
{
p_angles3[y]
}

< 0)

if( p_angles1[y]
{
p_angles1[y]
}
if( p_angles2[y]
{
p_angles2[y]
}
if( p_angles3[y]
{
p_angles3[y]
}

== 360)
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= 360+p_angles2[y];
< 0)
= 360+p_angles3[y];

= 0;
== 360)
= 0;
== 360)
= 0;

}
/*Sort through list, find minimum angle in each of the three sensors
and store index and angles. Once minimums found, find minimum of three
and add it to overall list. Set the minimum angle to 360 degrees*/
for (y = 0; y < RESOLUTION*NUM_LEDDARS; y++)
{
for (z = 0; z < RESOLUTION; z++)
{
if (p_angles1[z] < cur_min_angle[0])
{
cur_min_angle[0] = p_angles1[z];
cur_min_angle_i[0] = z;
}
if (p_angles2[z] < cur_min_angle[1])
{
cur_min_angle[1] = p_angles2[z];
cur_min_angle_i[1] = z;
}
if (p_angles3[z] < cur_min_angle[2])
{
cur_min_angle[2] = p_angles3[z];
cur_min_angle_i[2] = z;
}
}
min_angle = 361;
for (z = 0; z < NUM_LEDDARS; z++)
{
if (min_angle > cur_min_angle[z])
{
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min_angle = cur_min_angle[z];
num_min = z;
}
}
angles[y] = round(cur_min_angle[num_min]);
if (num_min == 0)
{
depths[y] = p_depths1[cur_min_angle_i[num_min]];
p_angles1[cur_min_angle_i[num_min]] = 361;
cur_min_angle[num_min] = 361;
} else if (num_min == 1)
{
depths[y] = p_depths2[cur_min_angle_i[num_min]];
p_angles2[cur_min_angle_i[num_min]] = 361;
cur_min_angle[num_min] = 361;
} else {
depths[y] = p_depths3[cur_min_angle_i[num_min]];
p_angles3[cur_min_angle_i[num_min]] = 361;
cur_min_angle[num_min] = 361;
}
if (SERIAL_PRINTS == 1)
{
printf("Angle: %i, Angle Val: %i, Depth:
%f\n",y,angles[y],depths[y]);
}
}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FOR ANGLES IN PASSENGER FRAME, BUILD DEPTH DATA (Linear interpolate
between points)
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
double depths_360[360] = {0};
int midpoint;
int angle1, angle2;
for (x = 0; x < RESOLUTION*NUM_LEDDARS; x++)
{
if (x != (RESOLUTION*NUM_LEDDARS-1))
{
angle1 = angles[x];
angle2 = angles[x+1];
if (angle1 == angle2)
{
if (depths[x] > depths[x+1])
{
depths[x] = depths[x+1];
} else {
depths[x+1] = depths[x];
}
} else {
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midpoint = (angle2-angle1)/2+angle1;
for (y = angle1; y < midpoint; y++)
{
depths_360[y] = depths[x];
if (SERIAL_PRINTS == 1)
{
printf("Angle: %i, Depth: %f\n",y,depths_360[y]);
}
}
for (y = midpoint; y < angle2; y++)
{
depths_360[y] = depths[x+1];
if (SERIAL_PRINTS == 1)
{
printf("Angle: %i, Depth: %f\n",y,depths_360[y]);
}
}
}
} else {
angle1 = angles[x];
angle2 = angles[0];
if (angle1 == angle2)
{
if (depths[x] > depths[0])
{
depths[x] = depths[0];
} else {
depths[0] = depths[x];
}
} else {
midpoint = ((angle2+360)-angle1)/2+angle1;
if (midpoint > 360)
{
midpoint = midpoint - 360;
for (y = angle1; y < 360; y++)
{
depths_360[y] = depths[x];
if (SERIAL_PRINTS == 1)
{
printf("Angle: %i, Depth: %f\n",y,depths_360[y]);
}
}
for (y = 0; y < midpoint; y++)
{
depths_360[y] = depths[x];
if (SERIAL_PRINTS == 1)
{
printf("Angle: %i, Depth: %f\n",y,depths_360[y]);
}
}
for (y = midpoint; y < angle2; y++)
{
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depths_360[y] = depths[0];
if (SERIAL_PRINTS == 1)
{
printf("Angle: %i, Depth: %f\n",y,depths_360[y]);
}
}
} else {
for (y = angle1; y < midpoint; y++)
{
depths_360[y] = depths[x];
if (SERIAL_PRINTS == 1)
{
printf("Angle: %i, Depth: %f\n",y,depths_360[y]);
}
}
for (y = midpoint; y < 360; y++)
{
depths_360[y] = depths[0];
if (SERIAL_PRINTS == 1)
{
printf("Angle: %i, Depth: %f\n",y,depths_360[y]);
}
}
for (y = 0; y < angle2; y++)
{
depths_360[y] = depths[0];
if (SERIAL_PRINTS == 1)
{
printf("Angle: %i, Depth: %f\n",y,depths_360[y]);
}
}
}
}

}
}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// BUILD COLUMN MAPPING -> MAPS A COLUMN TO AN ANGLE
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int col_mapping[NUM_COLS]; //array to hold column mapping
col_mapping[0]=185;
col_mapping[1]=184;
col_mapping[2]=183;
col_mapping[3]=181;
col_mapping[4]=180;
col_mapping[5]=179;
col_mapping[6]=178;
col_mapping[7]=176;
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col_mapping[8]=175;
col_mapping[9]=174;
col_mapping[10]=173;
col_mapping[11]=171;
col_mapping[12]=170;
col_mapping[13]=169;
col_mapping[14]=167;
col_mapping[15]=166;
col_mapping[16]=164;
col_mapping[17]=163;
col_mapping[18]=162;
col_mapping[19]=160;
col_mapping[20]=159;
col_mapping[21]=158;
col_mapping[22]=156;
col_mapping[23]=155;
col_mapping[24]=154;
col_mapping[25]=152;
col_mapping[26]=151;
col_mapping[27]=150;
col_mapping[28]=148;
col_mapping[29]=147;
col_mapping[30]=146;
col_mapping[31]=145;
col_mapping[32]=143;
col_mapping[33]=142;
col_mapping[34]=141;
col_mapping[35]=140;
col_mapping[36]=139;
col_mapping[37]=138;
col_mapping[38]=136;
col_mapping[39]=135;
col_mapping[40]=134;
col_mapping[41]=133;
col_mapping[42]=132;
col_mapping[43]=131;
col_mapping[44]=130;
col_mapping[45]=129;
col_mapping[46]=128;
col_mapping[47]=127;
col_mapping[48]=126;
col_mapping[49]=125;
col_mapping[50]=125;
col_mapping[51]=124;
col_mapping[52]=123;
col_mapping[53]=122;
col_mapping[54]=121;
col_mapping[55]=121;
col_mapping[56]=120;
col_mapping[57]=119;
col_mapping[58]=118;
col_mapping[59]=118;
col_mapping[60]=117;
col_mapping[61]=116;
col_mapping[62]=116;
col_mapping[63]=115;
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col_mapping[64]=115;
col_mapping[65]=114;
col_mapping[66]=113;
col_mapping[67]=113;
col_mapping[68]=112;
col_mapping[69]=111;
col_mapping[70]=110;
col_mapping[71]=110;
col_mapping[72]=109;
col_mapping[73]=108;
col_mapping[74]=107;
col_mapping[75]=106;
col_mapping[76]=105;
col_mapping[77]=105;
col_mapping[78]=104;
col_mapping[79]=103;
col_mapping[80]=102;
col_mapping[81]=101;
col_mapping[82]=100;
col_mapping[83]=99;
col_mapping[84]=98;
col_mapping[85]=98;
col_mapping[86]=97;
col_mapping[87]=96;
col_mapping[88]=95;
col_mapping[89]=94;
col_mapping[90]=93;
col_mapping[91]=92;
col_mapping[92]=91;
col_mapping[93]=90;
col_mapping[94]=89;
col_mapping[95]=88;
col_mapping[96]=88;
col_mapping[97]=87;
col_mapping[98]=86;
col_mapping[99]=85;
col_mapping[100]=84;
col_mapping[101]=83;
col_mapping[102]=82;
col_mapping[103]=81;
col_mapping[104]=80;
col_mapping[105]=79;
col_mapping[106]=79;
col_mapping[107]=78;
col_mapping[108]=77;
col_mapping[109]=76;
col_mapping[110]=75;
col_mapping[111]=74;
col_mapping[112]=73;
col_mapping[113]=73;
col_mapping[114]=72;
col_mapping[115]=71;
col_mapping[116]=70;
col_mapping[117]=69;
col_mapping[118]=69;
col_mapping[119]=68;
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col_mapping[120]=67;
col_mapping[121]=59;
col_mapping[122]=59;
col_mapping[123]=59;
col_mapping[124]=59;
col_mapping[125]=59;
col_mapping[126]=58;
col_mapping[127]=58;
col_mapping[128]=58;
col_mapping[129]=58;
col_mapping[130]=57;
col_mapping[131]=57;
col_mapping[132]=57;
col_mapping[133]=57;
col_mapping[134]=57;
col_mapping[135]=56;
col_mapping[136]=56;
col_mapping[137]=55;
col_mapping[138]=55;
col_mapping[139]=54;
col_mapping[140]=54;
col_mapping[141]=53;
col_mapping[142]=53;
col_mapping[143]=52;
col_mapping[144]=52;
col_mapping[145]=51;
col_mapping[146]=51;
col_mapping[147]=50;
col_mapping[148]=49;
col_mapping[149]=49;
col_mapping[150]=48;
col_mapping[151]=48;
col_mapping[152]=47;
col_mapping[153]=46;
col_mapping[154]=46;
col_mapping[155]=45;
col_mapping[156]=44;
col_mapping[157]=43;
col_mapping[158]=43;
col_mapping[159]=42;
col_mapping[160]=41;
col_mapping[161]=40;
col_mapping[162]=39;
col_mapping[163]=38;
col_mapping[164]=37;
col_mapping[165]=37;
col_mapping[166]=36;
col_mapping[167]=35;
col_mapping[168]=34;
col_mapping[169]=33;
col_mapping[170]=32;
col_mapping[171]=30;
col_mapping[172]=29;
col_mapping[173]=28;
col_mapping[174]=27;
col_mapping[175]=26;
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col_mapping[176]=25;
col_mapping[177]=23;
col_mapping[178]=22;
col_mapping[179]=21;
col_mapping[180]=20;
col_mapping[181]=18;
col_mapping[182]=17;
col_mapping[183]=16;
col_mapping[184]=14;
col_mapping[185]=13;
col_mapping[186]=11;
col_mapping[187]=10;
col_mapping[188]=9;
col_mapping[189]=8;
col_mapping[190]=7;
col_mapping[191]=6;
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////
// BUILD IMPORTANCE MAPPING, MAKING THINGS IN FRONT OF CAR BRIGHTER
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
double brightness_map[NUM_COLS] = {1};
double max_b = 2.0;
for (x = 64; x < 121; x++)
{
if (x < 92)
{
brightness_map[x] = (max_b - 1)/(92.0-64.0)*x + 1;
} else if (x > 92)
{
brightness_map[x] = (1.0 - max_b)/(120.0-92.0)*x + 1;
} else {
brightness_map = max_b;
}
}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// BUILD PIXEL FRAME IN (ROWS,COLUMNS) COORDINATES
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int Frame_xy[HALF_ROWS][NUM_COLS]; //stroes half x,y frame (since
mirrored)
int total_light = 0; //variable to store total light of the column
//double y1 = 1;
double scale_factor = 1.25;
//double s_a = (MAX_RANGE*MIN_BRIGHTNESS-MAX_BRIGHTNESS*4*y1)/(MAX_RANGEy1);
//double s_k = (y1*MAX_BRIGHTNESS*4-y1*s_a);
double s_a = (3*MIN_BRIGHTNESS-MAX_BRIGHTNESS*4*3)/(5-3);
double s_k = (3*MAX_BRIGHTNESS*4-3*s_a);
for(y = 0; y < NUM_COLS; y++)
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{
double cur_depth = depths_360[col_mapping[y]]; //get current depth of
column through column mapping
/* If cur_depth is 0 or beyond max range set column to min brightness,
else, set the current column brightness to a linear range from full
all LEDs on to no LEDs on. If this brightness is less than the min
brightness than set column brightness to min brightness*/
if (cur_depth > MAX_RANGE || cur_depth == 0)
{
total_light = 0;
} else {
//total_light = (int)(HALF_ROWS*MAX_BRIGHTNESS*(1cur_depth/(float)MAX_RANGE)); //linear total light
total_light =
(int)(HALF_ROWS*MAX_BRIGHTNESS)*(scale_factor/cur_depth);
//total_light = (int)(s_k/(cur_depth-s_a));
if (total_light < MIN_BRIGHTNESS)
{
total_light = 0;
}
if (total_light > MAX_BRIGHTNESS*HALF_ROWS)
{
total_light = MAX_BRIGHTNESS*HALF_ROWS;
}
}
/*Brightness of individual set like buckets with the center LEDs
having
the highest priority. Keep filling up the center buckets until max
brightness than flow over to the other buckets as needed.*/
for (x = 0; x < HALF_ROWS; x = x + 1)
{
if (total_light > MAX_BRIGHTNESS)
{
Frame_xy[x][y] = MAX_BRIGHTNESS;
total_light = total_light - MAX_BRIGHTNESS;
} else if (total_light != 0)
{
Frame_xy[x][y] = total_light;
total_light = 0;
} else {
Frame_xy[x][y] = 0;
}
}
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// GAUSSIAN BLURRING ON FRAME IN X,Y COORDINATES
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
double gauss[3][7] = {{0.009159, 0.031968, 0.067676, 0.086898, 0.067676,
0.031968, 0.009159},
{0.011760, 0.041048, 0.086898, 0.111579, 0.086898,
0.041048, 0.011760},
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{0.009159, 0.031968, 0.067676, 0.086898, 0.067676,
0.031968, 0.009159}}; //Guassian Blur Matrix source:
http://www.embege.com/gauss/
//Gauss matrix for 1 x 5, sigma =
//doulbe gauss[5] = {0.138023, 0.227561, 0.268832, 0.227561, 0.138023};
double Guass_Frame_xy[HALF_ROWS][NUM_COLS] = {{0}};
for (y = 0; y < (NUM_COLS); y++)
{
for (x = 0; x < (HALF_ROWS); x++)
{
for (z = -3; z < 4; z++)
{
for (a = -1; a < 2; a++)
{
if ((x+a) >= HALF_ROWS)
{
if ((y+z) >= NUM_COLS)
{
Guass_Frame_xy[x][y] = Guass_Frame_xy[x][y] +
Frame_xy[HALF_ROWS-1][NUM_COLS-1]*gauss[a+1][z+3];
} else if ((y+z) < 0)
{
Guass_Frame_xy[x][y] = Guass_Frame_xy[x][y] +
Frame_xy[HALF_ROWS-1][0]*gauss[a+1][z+3];
} else {
Guass_Frame_xy[x][y] = Guass_Frame_xy[x][y] +
Frame_xy[HALF_ROWS-1][y+z]*gauss[a+1][z+3];
}
} else if ((x+a) < 0)
{
if ((y+z) >= NUM_COLS)
{
Guass_Frame_xy[x][y]
Frame_xy[0][NUM_COLS-1]*gauss[a+1][z+3];
} else if ((y+z) < 0)
{
Guass_Frame_xy[x][y]
Frame_xy[0][0]*gauss[a+1][z+3];
} else {
Guass_Frame_xy[x][y]
Frame_xy[0][y+z]*gauss[a+1][z+3];
}
} else {
if ((y+z) >= NUM_COLS)
{
Guass_Frame_xy[x][y]
Frame_xy[x+a][NUM_COLS-1]*gauss[a+1][z+3];
} else if ((y+z) < 0)
{
Guass_Frame_xy[x][y]
Frame_xy[x+a][0]*gauss[a+1][z+3];
} else {

= Guass_Frame_xy[x][y] +

= Guass_Frame_xy[x][y] +
= Guass_Frame_xy[x][y] +

= Guass_Frame_xy[x][y] +

= Guass_Frame_xy[x][y] +
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Guass_Frame_xy[x][y] = Guass_Frame_xy[x][y] +
Frame_xy[x+a][y+z]*gauss[a+1][z+3];
}
}

}
}
}
}
for (y = 0; y < (NUM_COLS); y++)
{
for(x = 0; x < (HALF_ROWS); x++)
{
Frame_xy[x][y] = (int)Guass_Frame_xy[x][y];
}
}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// BUILD MAPPING THAT MAPS PIXEL (ROWS,COLUMNS) TO LED NUMBERS
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//arrrays to hold the mapping
int led_mapping1[HALF_ROWS][NUM_COLS];
int led_mapping2[HALF_ROWS][NUM_COLS];
int panelN, colN, rowN1, rowN2; //values to store current row,column, and
panel parameters
//loop through half the pixels
for (y = 0; y < NUM_COLS; y++)
{
panelN = y / COLS_PER_PANEL; //set current panel number
colN = y % COLS_PER_PANEL; //set current column number in panel
if (panelN == 0 || panelN == 1)
{
colN = (31-colN);
}
for (x = 0; x < HALF_ROWS; x++)
{
rowN1 = x+HALF_ROWS; //set current row
rowN2 = (NUM_ROWS-1)-(x+HALF_ROWS); //set mirrored row
//calculate LED mapping
led_mapping1[x][y] =
rowN1*NUM_PANELS+colN*NUM_ROWS*NUM_PANELS+panelN;
led_mapping2[x][y] =
rowN2*NUM_PANELS+colN*NUM_ROWS*NUM_PANELS+panelN;
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}
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// BUILD PIXEl FRAME IN PIXEL NUMBER COORDINATES
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Arrays to hold the two half frames (half frames needed because max sent
//via SPI is 1024 bytes)
int Frame1[HALF_FRAME_SIZE] = {0};
int Frame2[HALF_FRAME_SIZE] = {0};
int ledN1, ledN2; //stores current LEDs
for(y = 0; y < NUM_COLS; y++)
{
for (x = 0; x < HALF_ROWS; x++)
{
//get led numbers from mappig
ledN1 = led_mapping1[x][y];
ledN2 = led_mapping2[x][y];
//break down data into two frames
if (ledN1 >= HALF_FRAME_SIZE)
{
Frame2[ledN1-HALF_FRAME_SIZE] = Frame_xy[x][y];
} else {
Frame1[ledN1] = Frame_xy[x][y];
}
if (ledN2 >= HALF_FRAME_SIZE)
{
Frame2[ledN2-HALF_FRAME_SIZE] = Frame_xy[x][y];
} else {
Frame1[ledN2] = Frame_xy[x][y];
}
}
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// BUILD Kp FILTER
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
double kp = 0.18;
for (x=0; x < HALF_FRAME_SIZE; x++)
{
Frame1[x] = (int)((Frame1[x]-p_Frame1[x])*kp + p_Frame1[x]);
Frame2[x] = (int)((Frame2[x]-p_Frame2[x])*kp + p_Frame2[x]);
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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// CONVERT FRAMES TO PYTHON OBJECTS
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for (x = 0; x < HALF_FRAME_SIZE; x++)
{
PySequence_SetItem(obj1,x,PyInt_FromLong((long)Frame1[x]));
PySequence_SetItem(obj2,x,PyInt_FromLong((long)Frame2[x]));
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CHECK IF OBJECT IS IN FRONT OF CAR
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int brake_output = 0;
for (x=80; x < 110;x++)
{
if (depths_360[x] < BRAKE_THRESHOLD)
{
brake_output = 1;
}
}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// RETURN PYTHON OBJECTS
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
return Py_BuildValue("OOi",obj1,obj2,brake_output);

}
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// FUNCTIONS BELOW FOR PYTHON TO SET FUUNCTION ABOVE AS EXPANSION
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
static char fastN_docs[] = "I Hope this works!\n";
static PyMethodDef fastN_funcs[] = {
{"fastN",fastN,METH_VARARGS, fastN_docs},
{NULL}
};
void initfastN(void) {
Py_InitModule3("fastN",fastN_funcs,"Please work!");
}
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Arduino Due Code
Below is the code for the Arduino Due. This code is responsible for sending data to the 6 LED panels.
// Arduino Due Driver
// This code reads in brightness values on SPI and then ouputs
// them to 6 neopixel panels
#define PIXELS 256 // Number of pixels in the string
#define PANELS 8
#define NUM_BYTES PIXELS*PANELS*3
#define COLOR_OFFSET 0
// Output Port, with offset for pins, output 33-39
#define PORT PIOC
#define OFFSET 1
#define OUTPUT_MASK (0xFF << OFFSET)
// SPI Parameters
int MASTER_SELECT = 14;
// Timer constants
#define SCALE
#define INST
#define TIME_800_0
#define TIME_800_1
#define PERIOD_800
#define TIME_400_0
#define TIME_400_1
#define PERIOD_400

for precise output
VARIANT_MCK / 2UL / 1000000UL
(2UL * F_CPU / VARIANT_MCK)
((int)(0.40 * SCALE + 0.5) - (5
((int)(0.80 * SCALE + 0.5) - (5
((int)(1.25 * SCALE + 0.5) - (5
((int)(0.50 * SCALE + 0.5) - (5
((int)(1.20 * SCALE + 0.5) - (5
((int)(2.50 * SCALE + 0.5) - (5

*
*
*
*
*
*

INST))
INST))
INST))
INST))
INST))
INST))

byte outBytes [8] = {0};
byte RGB [NUM_BYTES] = {0};
byte *p = RGB + COLOR_OFFSET;
const byte *e = RGB + NUM_BYTES;
byte count = 0;
volatile
volatile
volatile
volatile

byte buf [1539] = {0};
int pos = 0;
byte c = 0;
byte dataReceived = false;

double R = 0;
double G = 0;
double B = 1.0;
//Gamma correction for LEDs
const byte Gamma[] = {
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5,
5, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9, 10,
10, 10, 11, 11, 11, 12, 12, 13, 13, 13, 14, 14, 15, 15, 16, 16,
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17, 17, 18, 18, 19, 19, 20, 20, 21, 21, 22, 22, 23, 24, 24, 25,
25, 26, 27, 27, 28, 29, 29, 30, 31, 32, 32, 33, 34, 35, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 50,
51, 52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66, 67, 68,
69, 70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 77, 78, 79, 81, 82, 83, 85, 86, 87, 89,
90, 92, 93, 95, 96, 98, 99,101,102,104,105,107,109,110,112,114,
115,117,119,120,122,124,126,127,129,131,133,135,137,138,140,142,
144,146,148,150,152,154,156,158,160,162,164,167,169,171,173,175,
177,180,182,184,186,189,191,193,196,198,200,203,205,208,210,213,
215,218,220,223,225,228,231,233,236,239,241,244,247,249,252,255 };
//Convert all pixels to output format
void convertPixels (){
for(int i = 0; i < PIXELS ; i++){
for (int j = 0; j < 3; j++){
byte *p2 = &RGB[i*24 + j*8];
convertBytes3(p2, outBytes);
memcpy(p2, outBytes, 8);
}
}
}
void convertBytes2( byte dataBytes[], byte outBytes[] ) {
byte mask;
for( byte j = 0 ; j < 8 ; j++ ) {
outBytes[7-j] = 0;
for (byte i = 5; i <= 5; i--){
mask = dataBytes[i] & 0x1;
outBytes[7-j] <<= 1;
outBytes[7-j] += mask;
dataBytes[i] >>= 1;
}
}
}
void convertBytes3( byte dataBytes[], byte outBytes[] ) {
// No loops or dynamic indexing, keep this FAST
outBytes[7] =
((dataBytes[0]
((dataBytes[1]
((dataBytes[2]
((dataBytes[3]
((dataBytes[4]
((dataBytes[5]

&
&
&
&
&
&

0x1)) +
0x1) <<
0x1) <<
0x1) <<
0x1) <<
0x1) <<

outBytes[6] =
((dataBytes[0]
((dataBytes[1]
((dataBytes[2]
((dataBytes[3]
((dataBytes[4]
((dataBytes[5]

&
&
&
&
&
&

0x2) >>
0x2)) +
0x2) <<
0x2) <<
0x2) <<
0x2) <<

1) +
2) +
3) +
4) +
5);
1) +
1) +
2) +
3) +
4);

outBytes[5] =
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((dataBytes[0]
((dataBytes[1]
((dataBytes[2]
((dataBytes[3]
((dataBytes[4]
((dataBytes[5]

&
&
&
&
&
&

0x4) >>
0x4) >>
0x4)) +
0x4) <<
0x4) <<
0x4) <<

2) +
1) +

outBytes[4] =
((dataBytes[0]
((dataBytes[1]
((dataBytes[2]
((dataBytes[3]
((dataBytes[4]
((dataBytes[5]

&
&
&
&
&
&

0x8) >>
0x8) >>
0x8) >>
0x8)) +
0x8) <<
0x8) <<

3) +
2) +
1) +

outBytes[3] =
((dataBytes[0]
((dataBytes[1]
((dataBytes[2]
((dataBytes[3]
((dataBytes[4]
((dataBytes[5]

&
&
&
&
&
&

0x10) >>
0x10) >>
0x10) >>
0x10) >>
0x10)) +
0x10) <<

4)
3)
2)
1)

outBytes[2] =
((dataBytes[0]
((dataBytes[1]
((dataBytes[2]
((dataBytes[3]
((dataBytes[4]
((dataBytes[5]

&
&
&
&
&
&

0x20) >>
0x20) >>
0x20) >>
0x20) >>
0x20) >>
0x20));

5)
4)
3)
2)
1)

outBytes[1] =
((dataBytes[0]
((dataBytes[1]
((dataBytes[2]
((dataBytes[3]
((dataBytes[4]
((dataBytes[5]

&
&
&
&
&
&

0x40)
0x40)
0x40)
0x40)
0x40)
0x40)

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

6) +
5) +
4) +
3) +
2) +
1);

outBytes[0] =
((dataBytes[0]
((dataBytes[1]
((dataBytes[2]
((dataBytes[3]
((dataBytes[4]
((dataBytes[5]

&
&
&
&
&
&

0x80)
0x80)
0x80)
0x80)
0x80)
0x80)

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

7) +
6) +
5) +
4) +
3) +
2);

1) +
2) +
3);

1) +
2);
+
+
+
+

1);
+
+
+
+
+

}
void ledsetup() {
PORT->PIO_PER = OUTPUT_MASK;
PORT->PIO_OER = OUTPUT_MASK;
PORT->PIO_PUDR = OUTPUT_MASK;
}
void clearPixels (){
for (int i = 0; i < PIXELS*PANELS*3; i++){
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RGB[i] = 0;
}
}
void setPixelPanel (byte panel, int pixelNum, byte r, byte g, byte b){
volatile byte *p = &RGB[pixelNum * 24 + panel]; //offset
/*p[0] = Gamma[g];
p[8] = Gamma[r];
p[16] = Gamma[b];*/
p[0] = g;
p[8] = r;
p[16] = b;
}
void setPixel (int pixelNum, byte r, byte g, byte b){
setPixelPanel (pixelNum/PIXELS, pixelNum % PIXELS, r, g, b);
}
void show() {
// Mostly taken from Adafruit Neopixel library and re-written to work
in parallel.
int
pinMask, time0, time1, time01, period, t;
Pio
*port;
volatile WoReg *portSet, *portClear, *timeValue, *timeReset;
uint8_t
*p, *end, pix;
convertPixels();
noInterrupts();
pmc_set_writeprotect(false);
pmc_enable_periph_clk((uint32_t)TC3_IRQn);
TC_Configure(TC1, 0,
TC_CMR_WAVE | TC_CMR_WAVSEL_UP | TC_CMR_TCCLKS_TIMER_CLOCK1);
TC_Start(TC1, 0);
port
portSet
portClear
timeValue
timeReset
p
end

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

PORT; // declarations above.
&(port->PIO_SODR);
&(port->PIO_CODR);
&(TC1->TC_CHANNEL[0].TC_CV);
&(TC1->TC_CHANNEL[0].TC_CCR);
RGB;
p + NUM_BYTES;

Want to
// burn a few cycles after
// starting timer to minimize
// the initial 'while'.

time0 = TIME_800_0;
time1 = TIME_800_1;
time01 = time1-time0;
period = PERIOD_800;
for(t = time0;; t = time0) {
// Create Mask
pinMask = ~((*p) << 1);
// Wait for new cycle
while(*timeValue < period);
// Set Port On
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*portSet
= OUTPUT_MASK;
*timeReset = TC_CCR_CLKEN | TC_CCR_SWTRG;
// Wait off time
while(*timeValue < time0);
// Set Clear Bits
*portClear = pinMask;
*timeReset = TC_CCR_CLKEN | TC_CCR_SWTRG;
// Wait remaining Time
while(*timeValue < time01);
// Clear all bits
*portClear = OUTPUT_MASK;
if(p >= end) break;
pix = *p++;
}
while(*timeValue < period); // Wait for last bit
TC_Stop(TC1, 0);
interrupts();
}
// SPI0 interrupt routine
void SPI0_Handler (void)
{
c = REG_SPI0_RDR; // grab byte from SPI Data Register
if (pos < 1539)
{
buf [pos] = c;
pos++;
if (pos >= 1539)
dataReceived = true;
}
NVIC_ClearPendingIRQ(SPI0_IRQn);
}
void SPIInit(){
// turn on SPI in slave mode
SPI_Configure(SPI0, SPI0_IRQn, SPI_MR_PS | SPI_MR_MODFDIS);
SPI_ConfigureNPCS(SPI0, 0, 0x2);
SPI_Enable(SPI0);
// Enable Data Register Full Interrupt
SPI_EnableIt(SPI0, 0x1);
NVIC_DisableIRQ(SPI0_IRQn);
NVIC_ClearPendingIRQ(SPI0_IRQn);
NVIC_SetPriority(SPI0_IRQn, 0);
NVIC_EnableIRQ(SPI0_IRQn);
}
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int GetPixelNum(int x, int y, int panel)
{
if (panel == 0 || panel == 1)
{
y = 31-y;
x = 7-x;
}
if (y % 2)
{
return (y+1)*8-(x+1);
}
return 8*y+x;
}
void setup() {
// Setup the output port properly
ledsetup();
// Initialize SPI port
SPIInit();
// So the master does not send data.
pinMode(MASTER_SELECT, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(MASTER_SELECT, HIGH);
//Welcome Screen
unsigned int rgbColour[3];
int MAX_BRIGHTNESS = 55;
rgbColour[0] = 0;
rgbColour[1] = 0;
rgbColour[2] = 0;
/*for (int i = 0; i < MAX_BRIGHTNESS; i++)
{
rgbColour[0]++;
for (int panel = 0; panel < 6; panel++)
{
for (int pixel = 0; pixel < 8*32; pixel++)
{
setPixelPanel(panel, pixel, rgbColour[2], rgbColour[1],
rgbColour[0]);
}
}
show();
delay(25);
}
for (int decColour = 0; decColour < 3; decColour++)
{
int incColour;
if (decColour == 0)
{
incColour = 1;
} else if (decColour == 1)
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{
incColour = 2;
} else {
incColour = 0;
}
for (int i = 0; i < MAX_BRIGHTNESS; i++)
{
rgbColour[decColour]--;
rgbColour[incColour]++;
for (int panel = 0; panel < 6; panel++)
{
for (int pixel = 0; pixel < 8*32; pixel++)
{
setPixelPanel(panel, pixel, rgbColour[2], rgbColour[1],
rgbColour[0]);
}
}
delay(25);
show();
}
}
for (int i = 0; i < MAX_BRIGHTNESS; i++)
{
rgbColour[0]--;
for (int panel = 0; panel < 6; panel++)
{
for (int pixel = 0; pixel < 8*32; pixel++)
{
setPixelPanel(panel, pixel, rgbColour[2], rgbColour[1],
rgbColour[0]);
}
}
show();
delay(25);
}*/
int i = 10;
for (int j = 8+32; j < 256+8+32; j++){
//long e;
//long s = micros();
for (int p = 0; p < 6; p++)
{
for (int x = 0; x < 8; x++){
for (int y = 0; y < 32; y++){
//setPixel(0, 0, j, 0);
setPixelPanel(p,GetPixelNum(x,y,p), ((j + y+x) % 32)*(i/256.0),
((j - y - x) % 32)*(i/256.0), ((j + y-x) % 32)*(i/256.0));
}
}
}
show();
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if (i < 256){
i++;
} else {
i = 256;
}
}
i = 255;
for (int j = 8+32; j < 256+8+32; j++){
//long e;
//long s = micros();
for (int p = 0; p < 6; p++)
{
for (int x = 0; x < 8; x++){
for (int y = 0; y < 32; y++){
//setPixel(0, 0, j, 0);
setPixelPanel(p,GetPixelNum(x,y,p), ((j + y+x) % 32)*(i/256.0),
((j - y - x) % 32)*(i/256.0), ((j + y-x) % 32)*(i/256.0));
}
}
}
show();
if (i < 256){
i++;
} else {
i = 256;
}
}
i = 255;
for (int j = 8+32; j < 256+8+32; j++){
//long e;
//long s = micros();
for (int p = 0; p < 6; p++)
{
for (int x = 0; x < 8; x++){
for (int y = 0; y < 32; y++){
//setPixel(0, 0, j, 0);
setPixelPanel(p,GetPixelNum(x,y,p), ((j + y+x) % 32)*(i/256.0),
((j - y - x) % 32)*(i/256.0), ((j + y-x) % 32)*(i/256.0));
}
}
}
show();
if (i > 0){
i--;
} else {
i = 0;
}
}
//Serial.println(micros()-s);
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// delay(10);

// For debugging
}
void loop() {
//Serial.println (REG_SPI0_CSR);
// Request new frame from master
digitalWrite(MASTER_SELECT,LOW);
// Wait to finish receiving the frame
while (!dataReceived){
//Serial.println (c);
}
//SSerial.println ("Start");
// Remove request for new frame
digitalWrite(MASTER_SELECT, HIGH);
R = buf[0]/100.0;
G = buf[1]/100.0;
B = buf[2]/100.0;
// Copy buffer
for (int pixel = 0; pixel < PIXELS; pixel++){
for (int panel = 0; panel < 6; panel++){
setPixelPanel(panel, pixel, R*buf[3+panel+pixel*6],
G*buf[3+panel+pixel*6], B*buf[3+panel+pixel*6]);
}
}

// Frame received, now show the frame
show();
//Serial.println("End");
// Reset flags and start index
dataReceived = false;
//p = RGB + COLOR_OFFSET;
pos = 0;
//Serial.println ("test");
}
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Appendix E – Final Presentation Slides
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Appendix E – Final Brochure
Team Renault’s Winter Brochure can be seen below.
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Appendix F – NTNU Documentation
Attached can be found the NTNU Documentation. Usually their content is integrated into our report,
however, this time they chose to have their own complete documentation.
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0 Introduction
This report documents the process of solving the company challenge stated by Renault in the ME310
course 2015: Explore the possibilities of ambient communication systems for increasing the team
dynamic between the future fully autonomous car and its passenger. The final respond to the challenge
was the system PRESENCE that through a visual as well as haptic interaction system provided the
passenger with more information on the intentions and observations of the car. Through this
transperancy we believe the passenger would increase the trust and feel more save in the car and
thereby answering the initial project prombt on improving the car-passenger team dynamic.
The project has been a remote collaboration between Stanford University and Norwegian University of
Science and Technology. Stanford has mainly been in charge of designing the visual sub-system of
PRESENCE whereas the norwegian counterpart has been in charge of the haptic sub-system – the
moving footrest.
This report describes the development of this moving footrest. It starts with the DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
about how the idea about the footrest evolved. This section is followed by DESIGN REQUIREMENTS that
explains the final requirement for the foot rest. Hereafter comes DESIGN DESCRIPTION that explains
how we met the requirements. The next section PLANNING touch upon the planning of the whole
development process including key milestones. Finally the report ends with the individual REFLECTIONS
of each team member from the Norwegian side.
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1 Design Development
A big challenge in our project has been the rather open project prompt that left us with the
responsibility to find out which information needed in the future fully autonomous car that would be
fitting an ambient communication channel. Over all we have talked with many different users and have
changed focus throughout the year whenever we found this useful. This process has provided us with
great insights and inspirations however some of the directions did not give us any new knowledge
related to the project. Instead of providing the reader with a detailed description of every single activity
section 1.1. will explain the 3 most important focuses that let to the development of the footrest; sense
stimulations in a driving experience, elderly people and motion sickness. An interesting remark is that
exactly these 3 activities during the project did not come as more important than some of the other
activities, but that we with hindsight realize that it was exactly these activities that to a great extent let
us to the final idea of the footrest.

1.1 3 activities that let us to the footrest
1.1.1 Mapping the driving experience sense by sense
This experiment was done in the very beginning of the project. 2x3 people were driven around in
Trondheim for 20 minutes (See Figure 33). In order for the participants to really pay attention to their
sensorial driving experience they were only allowed to use one sensorial system at a time. Afterwards
they had to map their driving experience sense by sense. Each sensorial system got a colour.

Figure 33 Pictures of participants in our sensing experiment

Conclusions from the studies
What we found in the user studies was two overall insights. 1 is that most active information was
conveyed to the users upper body and sensorial systems. Eg. radio, turn signal sound, the view out of
the windows whereas the lower part of the body was only mentioned in connection with the seat. Down
in the foot area no application of information was conveyed. However many of the participants
mentioned they used their feet to compensate for rough braking. When it comes to information on car
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movement and information on where the car was going, the senses that for stimulated were mostly
sound from car parts (engine etc.) or wind-sound when the car was accelerating. Also the participants
registered the accelerations of the car haptic. However there were no deliberate interactions or
information designed for telling the passenger about up-coming route or movement of the car. This
information was considered as the most uncomfortable lack of knowledge when driving without sight.

KEY INSIGHTS:
#1 THE LOWER BODY OF THE PASSENGER IS RARELY STIMULATED OR USED FOR CURRENT
INFORMATION TRANSFER BETWEEN CAR AND PASSENGER.

#2 THERE IS NO DELIBERATE INFORMATION TELLING THE PASSENGER ABOUT UP-COMING EVENTS OF
THE CAR. THIS INFORMATION IS ONLY AT THE MOMENT SOMEHOW “TOLD” THROUGH THE LAWS OF
PHYSICS WITH ACCELERATION, CENTRIFUGAL FORCES ETC..

1.1.2 Extreme users: Elderly People
During the early spring we thought it would help us to
some of the more extreme use-cases of future fullyautonomous cars. Hence we focused on people
60+. This user group would with a fully autonomous
able to keep mobile to a very late state in life since
sensorial age such sight and hearing would not keep
from driving around. This would be the case with a
car.

focus on

However based on their age they might have a harder
interacting and understanding technology. Therefore
at home interviews, user observations in Trondheim
research to understand the challenges in an elderly
life in a car and in general.

time
we made
and desk
persons

between
car be
physical
them
normal

In a conversation about trust towards human drivers
it was
mentioned that “It makes me feel unsafe if a person
approaches a turn to fast of a cross-section. You don´t
know
whether the driver is in control. He might be, but I as
a
Figure 2 One of our activities was to borrow
passenger do not know.” This was a framing of a topic an old-mans suit from our department to try we had
touched upon earlier, but it made us realize that the
to experience to get a body as a 80-year-old
person.
passengers actually didn´t necessarily distrust the
drivingskills of the driver, but rather was the uncertainty
about
“ready-to-act-info” and awareness of the driver, that made them uncomfortable. In general the elderly
people we talked to was hesitant to autonomous cars and said it was crucial to have nice experiences in
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the beginning and that if some interactions were to be learned the learning-pace should be slower than
usual.

KEYFINDINGS:
#3 PEOPLE MIGHT NOT DISTRUST THEIR DRIVER, BUT IT IS ACTUALLY THE LACK OF INSIGHT IN THE
DRIVERS ATTENTIONSPAND AND “READY-TO-ACT”-INFO THAT MAKES THEM INSECURE.

#4 AT THE MOMENT THE INDICATION OF BEING AWARE AND BEING READY TO ACT ON SUDDEN
EVENTS IS WHEN THE HUMAN DRIVER HOVER THE FOOTBRAKE.

1.1.3 Preventing Motion Sickness
Motion sickness is often mentioned as a future problem in fully autonomous cars, since drivers would
loose the direct control and knowledge of the movements of the car. In order to understand a little bit
of the phenomenon we did several user interviews with people severely getting motion sick.
What we found was that the cause of motion sickness was very different from one another. Many
details played a role such as; temperature, flow of the drive, smell. Especially were mentioned abrupt
driving, speeding up to a turn or cross walk, but also the unknowingness of the flow of the car. The last
topic confirmed that the communication of intentions of the car was essential knowledge, not only for
elderly people.

#5 UPCOMING INTENTIONS WOULD BE USEFUL INORDER FOR CREATING A PREDICTIVE SHORT-TERM
DRIVING EXPERIENCE.

1.2 Defining the actual need
From the key findings mentioned in the previous section we formed our key challenge to solve through
the design of an ambient communication system. The re-framed challenge sounded like:

Design an ambient communication system, that convey intentions, awareness and “ready-toact”-info in order to increase trust between passenger and the fully autonomous car.
With the challenge in mind we now began the ideation process of coming up with ideas that could solve
this challenge.

1.3 Coming up with THE solution
The ideation process has been as exploring as the problem-definition process and has included many
prototypes stimulating different sense of the human sensorial systems such as smell, air/wind, fake
horizons and more. In Figure 34 you see an overview of some of our activities throughout the winter
2015. The illustration was used in earlier documentation and as the reader might notice you can see the
first idea of testing of movement of the floor.
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Figure 34 Activities throughout the winter 2015

However this was not the first idea on how to communicate intentions. In fact the first one was a
prototype that utilized a small LED to the braking pedal. An ultra sonic sensor was mounted under the
braking pedal and activated the LED when the driver was hovering the brake. The LED was mounted in
front of the passenger in the front seat and thereby tried to give the passenger an idea of the intentions
of the car. We drove several people around with the LED blinking when the driver hovered. However we
found that people found it too explicit for the participants to interpret the message and one guy even
mentioned that it made him unsafe since he started to realize how many decisions and details the driver
actually had to deal with while driving.

Figure 35 Pictures showing how the intentions of braking was communicated to the passenger through a LED

Even though this prototype was rather simple we felt it was not really the way to go. Instead we
remembered key finding 1 about the lack of communication channels to the lower parts of the body.
Also it felt natural to play around with the floor area since it has the same placement as the pedals of a
real car and since previous user studies showed that concerned passengers already use this area to
“help breaking” from the passenger seats (APP).
Therefor we started building a really simple prototype out of a piece of wood and some strings. A person
on the back-seat acted as the control system and simple draw back the plate in the front-seat whenever
the driver was going to break (See Figure 36).
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Figure 36 The first iteration of the footrest

Through several user test we got very good feedback. Below some of the user quotes.

“It gives me a possibility to prepare my self for the upcoming events” Daniel, 23

“It is in that split moment where you doubt whether the driver is going to break or not – in that moment
it is very comfortable…” Carlo, 26

“It is telling me that Carl (red. driver) is aware…” Carlo, 26

With the footrest we also experience people to understand the message that we were trying to tell
much easier. At the same time they did not find it interrupting and could continue to check e-mails or
read while understanding the message of the footrest.
Also all the group members were convinced that there was a potential in the footrest, that hadn´t been
present in other prototypes. As a last evaluation criteria we also found that a footrest would be realistic
to implement and integrate the existing car design whereas other ideas had been kind of futuristic and
complex.
With this new knowledge we decided to go for the footrest and try to detail and refine the idea.

1.4 Refining the idea of the footrest
1.4.1 Movement…but which movement?
By proving that the concept of a moving footrest worked through user testing, we were able to move on
to the next iteration. We wanted to decide what kind of movement pattern that was most suitable for
conveying braking. In Figure 37 some of the versions are displayed.
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Figure 37 Sketches illustrating some our movement concepts

After building prototypes with the building set Makeblock, we were able to test the motion of several of
the concepts seen above. Eventually we went for the tilting motion about the bottom edge of the plate.
This motion was good at conveying brake related information. However now a new design consideration
aroused concerning with the movement pattern. Was the footrest supposed to move up or down when
the car has an intention of breaking? Should we only convey intentions of braking or also acceleration,
direction and so on? Through more user-testing and supervision from our Liaison we decided to keep it
simple and only indicating intention to brake by moving the footrest upward.

1.4.2 Deciding on upward actuation
When it came to this upward actuation we diverged on the alternatives you in Figure 38.

Figure 38 Some sketched ideas on different ways to move the foot plate upwards

Using a spring, an air-pillow, a piezo-element, linear actuator, electric motor in the middle, big wheel,
one string, small lift, or a string/pulley system. Of these we build prototypes and tested different
configurations of dc motor, big wheel, small motor and linear actuator. The dc motors where deemed
too weak and inconvenient for our use because of the rotational movement. From the sprocket plate we
learned that it was not beneficial to use teeth for force transfer when one part’s mass centre was
moving. Pneumatic more and more emerged as a viable alternative because of its strength and linear
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actuation. It did however come with challenges like noise, abrupt movement and need of an extra
power source.

1.4.3 The first pneumatic footrest
The first pneumatic prototype was made with pistons, and it gave us several insights in how to go
forward with the design (Figure 39). The required travel for the passenger to sense the movement was
lower than expected. Regarding the fact that our final system only had a travel of 10 millimetre had a big
impact on what kind of actuator we would be able to use. Secondly we were able to figure out what
setup we wanted to use for the regulation of airflow. A system with two electronically controlled valves
gave us the possibility to control both the inlet and outlet, and thereby place our actuator in any given
position within it’s travel through code. Third we learned that pistons were too abrupt, and therefore
landed on pneumatic bellows which gave us the strength, but also the smooth movement.

Figure 39 To the first pneumatic footrest. To the right the first
prototype using air bellows as actuators

1.4.4 How to
completely integrated

make

the

footrest

Further refinement of the design took us into the realm
of
making a sturdy construction, reducing noise and finally
fully
integrating it into the floor of our Infinity. These
refinements were all made in the US. MDF plates was
great for
refining the footrest design, but weaker than we
preferred it to be. By iterating and testing with laser cut
mdf
prototypes we were at the end confident in our design
and
decided to cut the final product in quarter inch
aluminum on a water jet cutter (see Figure 41). This
gave us a
Figure 40 The footrest mounted in the
Infinity
sturdy model, high personal satisfaction and an overall
more
professional looking product. Moreover there were two
sources
of noise in our system, the air outlet and the inflation/deflation of the bellows. By pulling the outlet
hose all the way back to the trunk, which was surprisingly soundproof, we were able to solve the first
source of noise. This was also were we kept our compressor and air tank. The bellow noise was a
tougher one, and ended up being reduced but not completely removed by sound insulating foam,
rubber washers and covering the whole plate with two layers of carpet. Finally we were to integrate our
construction into the floor of our Infinity. Our wish was to hide it so well, that you could not see it, only
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feel it. This was done by removing most of the foam in the angled part of the foot well, cutting and later
regluing the carpet, some creative wiring and as mentioned covering the footrest with carpet.

Figure 41 The final aluminium footrest that served as the final product

Important lessons learned
Design decisions that were made throughout the process, and later proved to have great value was
building the footrest as one module and using two valves for air regulation. By having one module it was
easy to test and troubleshoot at the Loft, taking it down to the car to check how it integrates and then
up again to improve. Using two valves gave us the possibility to change the speed of movement of our
system. This came in handy in relation to user testing, were we would reduce travel as long as the user
confirmed that she could pick up on the movement.

User testing has been crucial in the overall refinement of our idea. Continuously testing with users has
been the only thing dictating what the “good” solution was. Eg. the bellows in the first prototypes were
too abrupt in their initial movement. We solved this by putting in mechanical stoppers in the form of
two bolts that raised the top plate. The reason was that the bellows’ datasheet told us the force over
travel relation. The force was lower with increased travel. This indicated to us that the speed might also
be lower in the upper part of its range, which appeared to be true. Iterating has therefore without doubt
been our strongest tool during this project, and by doing regular testing we were able to reality check
our concepts. Our final product was integrated with the ambient display designed by our Stanford team,
through a common ground and one single input receiving a high signal when the footrest was to
actuate. This also means that our system is easily integrated to any other sensing system.
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2 Design Requirements
The following sections will describe the requirements of our footrest and explain how we want to
achieve the overall user-experience and intended performance. The ”Justification”-column explains the
findings/reasoning that let to this requirement.

2.1 Requirements for communication principles in the footrest
Table 11 presents the requirements that will define the communication principles between footrest and
the passenger – that is the user-interaction experience.

Table 11 Requirements for the user-interaction experience

Justification

Initial position of the
footrest should be 25-40
degrees from the
horizontal floor
Initial position the
footplate should be able to
move 2 cm upward
through a rotational
movement around lower
edge of the plate.
Should move upward with
a rotational speed of 10
degrees/s or a vertical
upward speed of 1cm/s

Based on user-test we
found that this angle was
the most desirable.

Measurement of
feet in start
position.

To give the intended
information about
upcoming braking, this
distance was the most
desirable based on users
opinions.
In order for the message
to fit to the cars
observations, it must be
conveyed fast.

After actuation, the
plate should be
angled between 3550 degrees from the
horizontal floor.

1 cm and 37
degrees

10degrees/s
1cm/s

Should be able to move
between 2-10 degrees/s
when going back to initial
position

During user test it turned
valuable to activate the
footrest with a fast
movement whereas
going back to start
position should be done
a bit slower.
In order for the footrest
to provide a sturdy
feeling when stepping on
it.

Measurement of
speed by camera or
measurement of
the amount of time
it takes from start
position to end
position.
Measurement of
speed by camera or
measurement of
the amount of time
it takes from endposition back to
start position.
Measurement of
vibrations when
applying 75 kg in a
straight vertical
direction down on
the plate

Should be able to hold a
person‘s weight

Criteria/Test

Current
system
specifications
27 degrees

Requirement

0.2cm/s

75kg and
constructed
in ¼”
aluminium
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Should not make noise
over 60 dB

Should not in direct line of
sight to the user

Must be able to take input
from the automotive
steering system

Should use 12V as input
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For creating a nondisturbing performance
the sound of the footrest
most be very silent. This
has been critical in our
user feedback.
For a seamless design
the footrest cannot be
visible in it self. It should
look as if part of the car.

Measurement with
a decibel meter
while the footrest is
performing.

Measurement of
the surface, colour
and texture
difference of the
material that covers
the footrest and the
material that
surrounds it. It must
be the same.
To get information on
Test whether the
when it is going to move footrest is able to
the footrest must be able receive the
to “understand” the
algorithms and code
autonomous steering
of the autonomous
system.
system

To make it possible to
power from the carbattery

Measure on the
individual parts in
the system or read
description from
manufacturer.

45 dB

The footrest
top surface is
of the same
material as
the textile
covering the
floor of the
car.
The footrest
receives
information
from the
perception
system of the
car. This
activates it.
Valves and
electronic
uses no more
than 12V as
input.

2.2 Requirements for the physical system
Table 12 presents the requirements that will define the physical design of the footrest. This deals with
the integration to the existing car interior etc.

Table 12 Requirements for the physical design

Requirement

Justification

Criteria/Test

The foot
plate surface
should be at
least 30 cm
long
The foot
plate surface
should be

This is the average length
of a foot.

Measure the length

In order to create a
seamless integration.

Measure the width of
the foot rest and

Current system
specification
33 cm

43 cm
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the same
width as the
car it is
implemented
in.
There should
be at least 30
cm plane
floor before
the raising of
the
footplate.
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compare with the
specific car.

In order for the user to be
able to drive with or
without getting feedback
of the footrest, there must
be space for 2 average feet
on the plane part of the
floor.

Measure the length of
the area before the
footrest.

33 cm
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3 Design Description
3.1 The final footrest, what it is and how it works
3.1.1 Mechanical Design
The footrest system is placed on the passenger side in the leg space of the front seat. More precisely, on
the floor and as much towards the front as possible. Thereby, the passenger has a choice to place the
feet on the footrest system or on the non-moving floor area closer to the seat. The footrest system is
covered underneath the carpet and can me made invisible to the user.

Figure 42 Final footrest with name of parts

Figure 42 shows pictures from the top (left) and bottom (right) of the footrest system. The passenger
places the fleet on the top plate, which is lifted on one side relative to the bottom part. On the backside
some components become visible and are labeled.
The system consists out of the mechanical structure that raises the
passenger’s feet, holds the components and is lying in the foot area of the
car. The
two pneumatic bellows providing the force and travel needed for the
movement of the top plate are located in a well of the mechanical
structure under the top foot plate. The valves control the airflow to and
from
the bellows and electronics control and initiate the movement. A
compressor in the trunk of the car generates the air pressure needed to
make
Figure
43
The
the bellows move. Pneumatic tubing with an outer diameter of 8 mm
bellows used
connects the pressurized components. The pneumatic system is
illustrated in Figure 45. To give an impression how all the components are
configured in space Figure 44 shows a view of the CAD model of the footrest (excluding the compressor
and connection wires and pipes). Mechanical drawings can be seen in appendix 1.
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Figure 44 CAD model of the footrest

The mechanical structure is made to fit the far end of the foot compartment and uses the horizontal
area of the original car floor to rest most of its weight on and the angled part to avoid sliding away when
the user pushes against the footrest. The bellows are placed in a “well” due to their own height and
because they need something to push against on both sides when expanding. The resulting space
underneath the top plate is utilized to fit the valves and electronics.
Figure 45 shows a schematic drawing of the pneumatic components. Two bellows were used to achieve
less torque within the top foot plate and more overall lifting force.
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Figure 45 Schematic representation of the pneumatic system

The bellows are manufactured by Norgren and we used their PM 31-022 model. The bellows are inflated
with pressures between 2 and 4 bars depending on the stiffness and inflation speed desired. The
minimum height of the bellows in their compressed state is 65 mm and they can extend by 45 mm to
110 mm at 6 bars. With less pressure, the maximum height is lower. However, this does not matter for
our system as the travel used is smaller anyway. A limiting factor for the size of the top plate is the 10°
maximum curving that the bellows can reach. The bellows need to be mounted sufficiently far away
from the hinges to guarantee that the maximum curvature is not exceeded.
The airflow into and out of the bellows is altered by two electronically controlled valves. The inflation
valve is located between the compressor and the bellows and controls the airflow into the bellows. The
deflation or bleeding valve is located between the bellows and exhaust pipe and controls the airflow out
from the bellows. Table 3 illustrates the different stages of the valves. The valves are manufactured by
S1
S2
What happens
Stage I
Closed
Closed
Nothing
Stage II
Open
Closed
Braking/Rising/High
Stage III
Closed
Open
Normal/Low
Stage IV
Open
Open
Drifting (Unwanted)
Norgren and we use their V04A286M-B62*A model. The valves are switchable with 12 Volts inputs.

Table 13 Description of the different stages of the valves
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3.1.2 The electronic design
The power needed for driving the system is provided through the power unit that is also used for
powering the LEDs and draws its power from the car battery. The Arduino cannot supply the power
needed to switch the valves. Therefore, we used the dual H-bridge motor driver board. The same
function could be achieved through transistors but the use of the motor driver board emerged
historically from using electric motors before and was kept because the board already supplied cooling
and power output to the Arduino. To cutoff the reverse direction output, diodes are used between the
motor board output and the valves. A sketch of the electric components and wiring is supplied in Figure
46.

Figure 46 Overview of our arduino system

The Arduino is powered through the 5V voltage regulator that is already mounted on the dual H-bridge
motor driver board.
There are two modes for initiating the footrest. In manual mode the raising of the footrest is triggered
by either a push button or an ultrasonic range finder next to the brake pedal on the car floor. The
ultrasonic range finder detects objects that reflect ultrasound waves and uses time of flight for
measuring distances to objects. The Arduino sends a trigger signal, receives the reflected echo, and
calculates the distance from the time delay between the two signals. The footrest is activated when the
distance measured is less than 30 centimeters. This is the case when the human driver hovers the foot
over the brake pedal. In automatic mode the footrest is activated when the Leddar sensors detect an
object in front of the car closer than a certain threshold. The threshold and angles are programmed to
the Beaglebone black and the Arduino receives a 0V or 3.3V signal from the Beaglebone black on an
analog pin. If the signal is high (3.3V) the footrest activates. A two-state switch is used to select between
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manual and automatic mode. The switch as well as the pushbutton use pull-down resistors to keep the
Arduino pin from floating when the switch/button is not engaged.

3.1.3 Description of Arduino code
The actual code loaded onto the Arduino Uno is commented and included in the appendix (Appendix 2).
It starts with definitions/labeling of the Arduino pins to make the following code more comprehensible.
It continues with the declaration of variables. “brake_distance” is used to store the distance measured
by the ultrasonic range finder next to the brake pedal. “brake_threshold” sets the threshold distance in
cm for considering the brake pedal being hovered. The variable “bleedtime” determines how long the
bellows will deflate in milliseconds before both valves are closed for stopping the foot plate to lower
further. A longer bleed time will result in the footrest lowering longer and thus further. The “flipflop”
variable is used to safe the state of the footrest in the last loop iteration. This is necessary to allow the
bellows to bleed for one (delayed) loop cycle when they were previously inflated and halt them in
position if they were not previously inflated. The variable “debouncetime” is the minimum time that the
bellows inflate. This prevents the footrest from wiggling up and down when the signal from the
ultrasonic range finder is unstable. This is the case when the driver moves the foot slowly towards and
over the brake pedal or when the driver actually wiggles the foot over the sensor. The variable
“leddardebounce” counts the number of iterations when the input signal from the beagle bone is high
to avoid undesired activation of the footrest due to noisy input signals from the leddar sensors.
After declaring the variables the code includes the declaration of functions. The “get_brake_distance”
function defines how the ultrasonic range finder emits the trigger pulse, measures the time until the
echo signal is received and calculates and returns the distance in cm. The Boolean “hovered” function
return true (1) if the measured distance is less than “brake_threshold” and false (0) otherwise. The next
three functions include the commands to the motor driver for inflating, bleeding and halting the
bellows. Halting means closing both valves to prevent airflow out and into the bellows.
The setup function is executed once. It enables serial communication between the Arduino and a
computer and includes the definitions of the pins as input or output pins. It also enables both motor
drivers by setting ENA and ENB high.
The loop function is repeated forever after the setup function was executed once. It consist of two if
statement. They select between manual and automatic mode. Within the manual “if” statement further
“if” statements determine if the brake pedal is hovered or the pushbutton is pressed. If so the bellows
inflate. They deflate for the duration defined in “bleedtime” when the reason for inflating is no longer
valid. If no reason for inflating is present and the bellows were not inflated in the last iteration of the
loop function the airflow to and from the bellows is stopped. Furthermore, the distance measured by
the ultrasonic range finder is displayed in the serial monitor on a computer. In automatic mode the
received signal from the beagle bone is displayed in the serial monitor instead. If the input signal is high
for eight iterations the bellows inflate. When the signal goes to low the bellows bleed and the airflow is
stopped after the time set in “bleedtime”.
3.1.3.1
3.1.3.2

Overview of the main components:
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#
1
2

Amount
1
1

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
1
2
10m
1 sqm
2
8m

10
11
12
13

2
2
1
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Name
Arduino Uno Rev. 3
L298 Dual H-bridge motor driver
board
Push button switch
Two state switch
Rectifier diodes
Electrical cable
Aluminum plate (quarter inch thick)
Valves (needs more info)
Pneumatic tubes (8mm outer
diameter)
Connectors
t-shaped connectors
bellows
Ultrasonic range finder

4 Planning
The planning process has been very optimistic and ambitious regarding time-spending and motivation
however a project like this is not easy to plan. Redefining the problem task and finding the gold nugget
was hard to put in a gant-chart and several times we have had to re-plan or reschedule activities simply
because we were not ready to go to next stage. Some times it has been really frustrating not to know
where we were going, whether we were doing the right thing or we were overlooking something
obvious. Also the change of divergent and convergent phases with alternating focuses has been
challenging to navigate and keep calm in.

One key milestone was when we in January allowed our selves to zoom out a bit. We felt we had been
too focused on the actual prompt and experimented a lot with ambient communication. Still we had not
found an actual need suitable for an ambient communication system. Hence we started all over with
understanding different aspects of users in future fully autonomous cars including elderly and people
getting motion sick (described in previous sections). Of course it was not as starting all over again. More
precise it helped us thinking about the final product in a more holistic context and helped us pair the
ideas we had already played around with, with actual needs in a use-context.

As expected it has been difficult to work in an actual development project as remotely as we have done.
Therefore a key milestone to mention is when the Stanford group came to Trondheim. This finally gave
us the possibility to get aligned and we would say that it was exactly at this point we got the overall
description of the final system clarified.
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Another key part in the project planning has been the role of the
prototypes. They have helped us document the process as an
alternative to heavy writing. Whenever looking at one of our
prototypes it was much easier to remember what we were considering
building, improving etc. At the Norwegian side this physicality inspired
and carry it directly into the actual planning by creating tangible
summaries. In the last 10 minutes of a meeting every group member
write down 3 important findings/activities that had been done during
meeting. These notes were put on a clothespin and saved for next
meeting. The next meeting would then start with 12 notes to bring us
date.

testing,
us to try
should
the
up to

Figure 47 A picture of a
Tangible Summary

The final and most satisfying milestone was EXPE and the weeks leading to this event. The whole group
worked extremely hard together to make everything ready for the final presentation and the actual
EXPE. It was very satisfying to feel that not only our final system PRESENCE was fine tuned and
functioning, but also our presentation, video, posters and booth had a quality we were satisfied with.
Figure 48 illustrates some of our activities and the final EXPE booth. Brochure and poster can be seen in
appendix 3.
It might not be a coincidence that the ME310 course lasts 9 months because really we felt like we with
PRESENCE had given life to a super cool system with a lot of potential – and while looking at the whole
set-up at EXPE we all already had forgotten all the pain, frustrations and work it had taken to get here.
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Figure 48 Pictures illustrating activities the last two weeks up to EXPE

5 Reflections
5.1 Reflections of Carl Christian Sole Semb
The spring quarter has been very exciting. During the Americans visit in Norway we were able to align
our plans in a way that we would be able to end up with a seamless product that worked together. I
think that process was important to get everybody aboard, and to have a specific goal to work towards.
The group dynamic of the Norwegian team has by my account been more or less impeccable. We were
early in the process of building prototypes for our final concept able to take ownership of different
parts, which made it a lot easier to delegate specific tasks. Jørgen has done a great job this quarter, and
as he probably will tell of, he has been able to utilize a lot of different skills. I really enjoyed this
semester with all its hands-on testing and prototyping.

In the beginning of the quarter didn’t even know if it was a golf cart or a real car. Before this really
became a bottleneck for us, our Stanford team received the Infinity and we would be able to design
more specifically towards that vehicle. But having an out-of-scale 3D scan and hand measurements
definitely made it harder to design than having the car, and this held us somewhat back the last two
weeks before arriving Stanford.

We were very grateful for arriving the US early. Few other international teams had arrived, and this gave
us the time and space to refine our prototypes through 5 iterations. I really enjoyed these weeks both in
terms of the work that was done, and how the whole team worked together. We helped each other out,
and I think all 8 of us can confidently say that we ended up with a satisfying product. Thanks for an
awesome experience filled with learning, both academically and socially!

5.2 Reflections of Jørgen Erichsen
Working as part of an international team as large and diverse as this team has proven to be both
challenging at times, but also highly rewarding. This is by far the biggest course I have participated, and I
would like to share some of my insights on working within our team.
I was well aware that working across different time-zones would be a challenge, as scheduling team
meetings and other activities is hard when half of the team is 9 hours behind the others, but I think we
managed to find some hours that were comfortable enough for both parties. For future reference, I
would like to note that while a nine hour time difference is a lot, the fact that our Stanford counterparts
were nocturnal workers should probably have been made dear before deciding to do 8 a.m. meetings in
California…
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I would like to stress that it would have been nice to have more guidance in Norway, as I think that the
four of us at NTNU felt slightly lost in the design process at times. That said, I think we have done a good
job in managing the challenges related to remote collaboration.
The Team Renault team dynamic has been interesting. I think we possess a nice mix of soft and hard
skills, and though our personalities vary, we have managed to bring home something with real potential.
We could have been better at our decision-making processes, as we have used a lot of time and energy
on these, but I think we eventually made an important convergence in March (during the Stanford
team’s stay in Norway).
Finally, I would like to say that I am pleased with the final prototype and product. I think we have found
a real potential in our system, and I think that we have brought it home in a real, working and convincing
way.

5.3 Reflections of Matilde Bisballe
The multidisciplinary challenge
When looking back at the past 9 months several learning comes to my mind. First of all it has been
interesting to work in such a diverse and international team. We have had; 8 different nationalities; 2
remote work locations; 6 different fields of backgrounds; 2 females and 6 males and an age-difference
of 8 years. This has been beneficial as well as challenging. I personally value working in multidisciplinary
teams, but I think our group could have been strengthened if we in the beginning of the collaboration
have had introduced some key principles that must be present in order to have the most effective
multidisciplinary team. These principles mainly touch upon:

4. Understanding the key competencies of the other teammates
5. Acknowledging the competencies of the other teammates.
6. Basic discussion on what is a good teammate concerning expectations, work division, discipline
etc.
Even though our project turned out very satisfying I do not feel like this has been the perfect teamwork.
I have been working in groups like this one several times before and actually I fell kind of disappointed
that I did not manage to take the learning from previous experience into our team. With the ambition of
in the future to lead and facilitate development projects in the Early Stages of Product development I
guess I still have room for improvement . Still I feel that the lack of pre-assigned roles in our team
prevented any of us to take any leading roles since it in a way disturbed the initial group dynamic.

How to turn people into naturally born prototypers?
From my PhD. perspective with the focus on Rapid Prototyping in the Early Fuzzy Front End I must say
that ME310 has been very valuable. My focus is to understand the process and role of prototyping in
this phase of product development including focus on material usage to actual teaching people to
prototype in the Stanford-way. At the moment I am writing a paper on a corresponding European course
called Challenge Based Innovation (CBI). It is a collaboration between 8 universities and CERN in Genève.
Even after being told to prototype from the beginning of the course the students have a hard time
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actually doing so and in the end only a few of the groups ends up with final fully working prototype.
Since it is my believe that prototyping from day 1 increase the possibility of developing something new
and radical it would be interesting to find the key differences between ME310 and a course like CBI in
order to learn what makes people comfortable in prototyping.

The ME310 process vs. product development in companies
At EXPE I talked to many representatives of different companies and these discussion made me realize
the interesting difference between the ME310 development process and present development
processes in companies to day. Our system was mainly evaluated by the final user-experience, which
included several user-tests and hereafter refinements. In industry there are many more constraints and
power relations pulling products in different directions. One could argue that these circumstances is
exactly what makes it so hard for big companies to develop radical innovations. In prolonging to the
previous section I think it could not only be interesting to investigate how people adapt the user-centred
prototyping, but also how big organizations learn to as well.

With these three abovementioned reflections I would like to end. I believe that the learning from ME310
have not only concerned the actual development project and process, but with new connections and
insights have inspired me to new research opportunities and collaborations as well. I hereby fell that I
can agree to the previous ME310’ers when asking them about the course beforehand and their answer
was: “Do it – it is a course like no other”.

5.4 Reflections of Achim Gerstenberg
Overall, I am very satisfied with the final product and how we got there. We managed to remain as one
team and to work towards one agreed and shared goal even though not everyone was agreeing with
every decision and contributions were not always equally shared at all times. I realized that even though
the exchange of information is very cheap and easy these days, working remotely on a joint project
really is not. It was very helpful to meet in person during spring break and in the final building phase. In
spring, we discussed the final vision and agreed on how we divide tasks. Interestingly, after many hours
of debating both sides agreed to take their “own” ideas that they were already working on separately
before spring further. Thereby we made sure that both contributions are complementary but are still
very separate. That made implementation easier because there were not many interfaces to agree
upon. I think a not modular division of tasks when separated is very difficult to accomplish.
Accordingly, both sides continued to work on their system even when we met at Stanford. It only
became a mixed effort when new tasks like video making, user testing etc. came up. I believe that
helping the other side at this late stage was also almost impossible because both sides had developed
their own expertise. Even though we were updated on their progress and I tried to understand the code
for the LED system and the Leddar sensors (Stanford side) I could not have taken over without
significant time loss and I would not be able to repair their system.
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Even though the above mentioned sounds a bit negative and separated I truly enjoyed being together
with the entire team and I can call them friends by now. I would start a new project with them at any
time. It was a very fun and positive experience.
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